
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS 

RENT STABILIZATION COMMISSION 

January 5, 2022 

TO: Rent Stabilization Commission 

FROM: Helen Morales, Deputy Director, Rent Stabilization, DPA 

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE RENT STABILIZATION ORDINANCE 
(RSO) RE: BEVERLY HILLS HABITABILITY STANDARDS; PROACTIVE 
INSPECTIONS; AN ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD TO ADDRESSS 
HABITABILITY VIOLAITONS AND ASSOCIATED RENT REDUCTIONS; 
AND TO RESTRICT RENT INCREASES FOR PROPERTIES WITH 
HABITABILTY VIOLATIONS (Cont’d) 

ATTACHMENT: A. November 3, 2021 Rent Stabilization Commission Staff Report re:
Habitability Standards 

B. December 1, 2021 Rent Stabilization Commission Staff Report re:
Habitability Standards

INTRODUCTION 

Staff seeks recommendations from the Rent Stabilization Commission (Commission) to the City 
Council regarding possible amendments to the Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO) for both 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of the Beverly Hills Municipal Code (BHMC) regarding Beverly Hills 
habitability standards, proactive inspections, an administrative board to address habitability 
violations and associated rent reductions, and to restrict rent increases for properties with 
habitability violations. 

BACKGROUND 

On November 3, 2021, staff presented a report on possible amendments to the RSO regarding 
Beverly Hills habitability standards; proactive inspections; mediation/administrate board to 
address habitability violations and associated rent reductions; and to restrict rent increases for 
properties with habitability violations (Attachment A). The Commission discussed the habitability 
related issues presented and requested additional information from staff. The Commission 
continued the matter to its next regular meeting. 

On December 1, 2021, staff presented a report on possible amendment to the RSO regarding 
Beverly Hills habitability standards, proactive inspections, an administrative board to address 
habitability violations and associated rent reductions, and whether to restrict rent increases for 
properties with habitability violations, which included response to the Commission’s questions 
requested at the November 3, 2021 Commission meeting (Attachment 2). The Commission 
discussed the habitability related issues and continued the meeting to its next regular meeting in 
January 2022.   
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The Commission may consider the following questions in determining what modifications to 
the RSO relating to habitability, if any, should be recommended to the City Council: 

• Whether to establish Beverly Hills habitability/maintenance standards that go
beyond the state standards, such as requiring units to be painted periodically;

• Whether to establish a proactive City inspection process in addition to
the existing complaint-based process;

• Whether to have the Commission act as an administrative hearing board to
determine habitability violations and associated rent reductions; and

• Whether to restrict the annual rent increase for properties with ongoing or
unaddressed habitability violations during the time when there is a failure to
comply with habitability/maintenance standards.

Next Steps 

Staff encourages the Commission to discuss what, if any, revisions should be recommended 
to the City Council to be made to the RSO to add Beverly Hills habitability/maintenance 
standards, proactive inspections, have the Commission serve as an administrative board to 
hear complaints concerning habitability violations and determine associated rent reductions, 
and to restrict rent increases for both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of the RSO during the time 
when there is a failure to comply with habitability/maintenance standards. 
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS 

RENT STABILIZATION COMMISSION 

November 3, 2021 

TO: Rent Stabilization Commission 

FROM: Helen Morales, Deputy Director, Rent Stabilization, DPA 

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE RENT STABILIZATION ORDINANCE 
(RSO) RE: BEVERLY HILLS HABITABILITY STANDARDS; PROACTIVE 
INSPECTIONS; A MEDIATION BOARD TO ADDRESSS HABITABILITY 
VIOLATIONS AND ASSOCIATED RENT REDUCTIONS; AND TO
RESTRICT RENT INCREASES 

ATTACHMENT: A. Memorandum Re: Final Report on Habitability Standards (10-11-2018)

INTRODUCTION 

Staff seeks recommendations from the Rent Stabilization Commission (Commission) to the City 

Council regarding possible amendments to the Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO) for both 

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of the Beverly Hills Municipal Code (BHMC) regarding Beverly Hills 

habitability standards, proactive inspections, a mediation board to address habitability violations 

and associated rent reductions, and to restrict rent increases. 

BACKGROUND 

The City Council established the Commission pursuant to Ordinance No. 19-O-2776, which 

became effective on May 3, 2019 and is codified at BHMC Section 2-2-501. Pursuant to BHMC 

Section 2-2-502, one of the duties of the Commission shall be to make recommendations to the 

City Council concerning amendments to Title 4, Chapter 5 and 6 of the BHMC that have not 

been resolved by the City Council. The matter regarding Beverly Hills habitability standards,  

proactive inspections, a mediation board to address habitability violations and associated rent 

reductions, and to restrict rent increases are all matters that have not been resolved by City 

Council and the charge of the Commission. 

Habitability 

Most habitability standards for residential properties can be located at California Civil Code 
Section 1941.1, Health and Safety Code Section 17920.3, and State building and maintenance 
codes. The following items provide detailed habitability information and are attached in the 
Memorandum Re: Final Report on Habitability Standards (Attachment A): 

Exhibit 2: A list of California Habitability Standards; 
Exhibit 3: A list of Beverly Hills most common habitability complaints; 
Exhibit 4: A California Habitability Checklist  
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The City Council discussed possible amendments to the RSO to establish Beverly Hills habitability 

standards, proactive inspections, a mediation board to address habitability violations and 

associated rent reductions, and to restrict rent increases if the property has habitability violations. 

Beverly Hills Habitability Standards 

As referenced above, State regulations provide habitability standards. The City Council discussed 

that the State habitability standards are limited and suggested Beverly Hills standards that exceed 

the State standards.  The Commission may consider additional habitability standards that are 

specific to Beverly Hills.  

Proactive Inspection Process 

The City currently has a complaint-based inspection process. The City Council discussed a 

proactive inspection process. Two types of proactive inspections could be implemented: a self-

certification process or a proactive inspection process. The City currently does not have 

habitability data on multi-family residential properties. Inspection data could provide the City 

Council with information on the habitability status of multi-family residential properties. If the 

Commission moves forward with recommendations for a proactive inspection, costs 

considerations will need to be addressed. 

Mediation Board 

The City Council also discussed the creation of a mediation board, possibly the Rent Stabilization 
Commission, to determine habitability violations and associated rent reductions. If the 
Commission recommends a mediation board, the Commission may consider whether the 
Commission would work as a mediation board to assist the parties to mediate their habitability 
concerns, or whether the Commission would work as an administrative board hearing habitability 
matters brought by interested parties such as the City, tenant or landlords.   

Restrict Rent Increases for Properties with Habitability Violations 

In addition to the foregoing, the City Council asked the Commission to discuss restricting rent 
increases if it is determined that the property has habitability violations. The Commission could 
recommend that the RSO be amended to restrict a property owner from demanding, accepting or 
retaining an annual rent increase if the property has not complied with all habitability 
requirements.   

Facilitated Sessions 

The series of facilitated sessions that were held regarding possible amendments to the RSO 

included the topic of Habitability Standards as reflected in the October 11, 2018, Memorandum 

Re: Final Report on Habitability Standards.   
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The following reflects a summary of comments and written statements that were received from 
the facilitated sessions regarding habitability standards: 

 Both housing providers and tenants were in agreement relative to the creation of
a rent mediation board, through which housing providers and tenants could
amicably settle differences.

 Most tenants supported expanding habitability standards, up to and including the
additional standards enforced in West Hollywood that require the periodic
replacement of carpets, window coverings and painting. Most housing providers
opposed expanding the habitability standards. Several speakers stated that
incorporating the West Hollywood standards would make it impossible to earn a
reasonable rate of return with a cap at or around 3%. Some housing providers said
they would support stricter standards if they were allowed to raise rents beyond
the existing maximum. Some tenants and landlords agreed that imposing periodic
replacement schedules, such as in West Hollywood, for renovations like painting
or replacing carpet, go too far and would be too burdensome for both providers
and tenants.

 Housing providers were largely against proactive inspections, while tenants were
generally in favor. Some housing providers were open to conducting self-reported
inspections. One tenant suggested that tenants should be allowed to verify those
self-inspections. Another tenant recommended splitting inspection costs between
housing providers and tenants. A couple of owners argued that tenants should be
held to their own habitability standards, citing hoarding conditions.

 Several tenants supported rent reductions if housing providers failed to meet
habitability standards.

Policy Options 

In an effort to assist the City Council to consider the range of policy options regarding habitability, 
staff offered the following Policy Package options: 

Policy Package #1. No Policy Change. 

Description of the Rationale:  This policy package would allow for the current enforcement of 
habitability through the City’s current complaint-based enforcement program.   

Inspections. Tenants would continue to have the ability to contact the City to file a complaint and 
have it investigated by code enforcement staff.  Likewise, owners would also continue to work 
with code enforcement staff to remedy any habitability violations.   

Habitability Standards.  Habitability standards would remain the same, which are tied to State 
codes and local ordinances. There would be no expansion of habitability standards, like those in 
West Hollywood that require periodic replacement of certain items like carpeting and window 
coverings and painting. 
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Creation of a Mediation Board. There would be no establishment of a mediation board.  However, 
both housing providers and tenants would remain eligible for the City’s sponsored mediation 
services through a contract with Loyola Law School and its Loyola Center for Conflict Resolution. 

Policy Package #2. Creation of a Self-Certification Inspection program and a Mediation 
Board.  

Description of the Rationale: At facilitated meetings in 2017 and 2018, housing providers stated 
that they would not be adverse to some form of inspection of their properties, but preferred a self-
certification process whereby they or their staff could conduct the inspection. They also voiced 
their opposition to any form of proactive inspection provided by City code enforcement staff. 
Housing providers also voiced their approval of a mediation board to hear disputes with tenants 
and resolve issues that relate to difficult tenants.  

Annual Self-Certification Process. This process would establish an annual self-certification 
process whereby owners would conduct an annual habitability inspection of each unit and report 
the results of the inspection to the City.   

Creation of a Mediation Board.  A mediation board would be created, composed of both housing 
providers and tenants, to hear complaints on habitability and to discuss other tenant/housing 
provider issues.  

Policy Package #3. Create an annual proactive inspection program for habitability 
standards; establish a required time frame for replacement of carpets and window 
coverings and painting; create a mediation board, and allow for a reduction in rent if 
habitability violations exist. 

Description of the Rationale: At both the 2017 and 2018 facilitated sessions and City Council 
meetings, comments from tenants included concerns that their properties are in substandard 
conditions; that owners have not made any repairs since they moved in; that they’ve lived in their 
properties for over 30 years and not even the carpet has been replaced; and that their units are 
old and in need of repair. They expressed an interest in an annual inspection by City housing 
inspectors.  They also voiced their interest in establishing time frame requirements similar to those 
of West Hollywood that would require owners to periodically replace carpets, window coverings 
and paint. They expressed a need for a mediation board to resolve habitability issues.  In addition, 
tenants stated that they continue to receive rent increases and pay the rent, while the owners 
continue to make no repairs to their units.  As a result, tenants requested that they receive a 
reduction in rent if their units are found to be in a substandard condition, with habitability violations. 
Tenants proposed that the mediation board could decide issues of rent reductions.   

Establish a Proactive Inspection Program.  The City would establish an annual proactive City 
inspection program whereby each unit is inspected on an annual basis for habitability issues.   

Establish Required Time Frames for Replacement of certain items and painting. The City would 
need to determine a period of time when the interior of units must be repainted and when the 
unit’s carpets and window coverings must be replaced. 

Creation of a Mediation Board. The City would create a mediation board comprised of both 
housing providers and tenants to address habitability standards and otherwise deal with 
tenant/housing provider disputes. 
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Provide a Reduction in Rent when Habitability Violations Exist. This option would require that if 
an annual proactive inspection by a City housing inspector found habitability violations, the tenant 
could request a rent decrease in association with the habitability code violations. Staff suggested 
that the mediation board can mediate disputes between housing providers and tenants, and if the 
board cannot reach mutually acceptable resolution of the issue, then the tenant’s application for 
a rent reduction can be forwarded to a hearing officer for resolution.  By taking this approach, due 
process rights and the right to a fair hearing are preserved. 

Policy Option #4. Establish an Annual Self-Certification Process and Create a Mediation 
Board. 

Description of the Rationale. Both housing providers and tenants expressed a need for some form 
of inspection process. Although housing providers did not agree to an annual proactive City 
inspection process, they did state that if an inspection was necessary, they preferred a self-
certification process conducted either by themselves or by staff who they appointed or hired.  Both 
parties agreed to the need for some type of mediation board to address conflicts.  

Establish an Annual Self-Certification Process. This option could be implemented with the annual 
rent registration process and be made a requirement at the time of registration. This process 
would include the verification by tenants similar to the Rent Registration process.  

Creation of a Mediation Board.  Housing providers did not agree to a rent reduction associated 
with habitability violations. A mediation board, comprised of both housing providers and tenants, 
might be useful for both parties to resolve disputes. The creation of a mediation board inclusive 
of both tenants and housing providers was voiced in multiple meetings by both housing providers 
and tenants.  The exact nature of this board would require additional analysis.  A board could 
mediate disputes regarding conditions of units, whether based upon complaints from tenants 
related to repairs and upkeep or complaints from housing providers related to cleanliness and 
potential hoarding, and could provide a win-win for both parties.  The composition and purview of 
such a board would require additional input and analysis.  

Next Steps 

Staff encourages the Commission to discuss what, if any, revisions should be recommended to 

the City Council to be made to the RSO to add Beverly Hills habitability standards, proactive 

inspections, a mediation board to address habitability violations and associated rent reductions, 

and to restrict rent increases for both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of the RSO. 
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM

To: Honorable Mayor & City Council

From: Susan Healy Keene, Director of Community Development

Date: October 11,2018

Subject: Memorandum Re: Final Report on Habitability Standards

Exhibit: 1. Habitability Standards Final Report

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum transmits the final version of the Memorandum on Habitability Standards
originally submitted for City Council review on August 7, 2018 as a draft. The Habitability
Standards Final Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and includes discussions and comments
received from the facilitated session held relative to Habitability and policy issues related to the
Rent Stabilization Ordinance.

DISCUSSION

The Memorandum on Habitability Standards was amended to reflect the comments and
discussions obtained through the Facilitated Sessions. The following reflects a summary of
comments and written statements that were received:

• Both housing providers and tenants were in agreement relative to the creation of
a rent mediation board, through which housing providers and tenants could
amicably settle differences. This board would be composed of both housing
providers and tenants and would work as a neutral body to resolve conflicts.

• Most tenants supported expanding habitability standards, up to and including the
additional standards enforced in West Hollywood that require the periodic
replacement of carpets, window coverings and painting. Most housing providers
opposed expanding the habitability standards. Several speakers stated that
incorporating the West Hollywood standards would make it impossible to earn a
reasonable rate of return with a cap at or around 3%. Some housing providers said
they would support stricter standards if they were allowed to raise rents beyond
the existing maximum. Some tenants and landlords agreed that imposing arbitrary
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replacement schedules, such as in West Hollywood, for renovations like painting
or replacing carpet, go too fat and would be too burdensome for both providers
and tenants.

• Housing providers were largely against proactive inspections, while tenants were
generally in favor. Some housing providers were open to conducting self-reported
inspections. One tenant suggested that tenants should be allowed to verify those
self-inspections. Another tenant recommended splitting inspection costs between
housing providers and tenants. A couple of owners argued that tenants should be
held to their own habitability standards, citing hoarding conditions.

• Several tenants supported rent reductions, if housing providers failed to meet
habitability standards.

POLICY OPTIONS

In an effort to assist City Council to consider the range of policy options regarding habitability,
staff offers the following Policy Package options:

Policy Package #1. No Policy Change

Description of the Rationale: This policy package would allow for the current enforcement of
habitability through the City’s current complaint-based enforcement program.

Inspections. Tenants would continue to have the ability to contact the City to file a complaint and
have it investigated by code enforcement staff. Likewise, owners would also continue to work
with code enforcement staff to remedy any habitability violations.

Habitability Standards. Habitability standards would remain the same, which are tied to State
codes and local ordinances. There would be no expansion of habitability standards, like those in
West Hollywood that require periodic replacement of certain items like carpeting and window
coverings and painting.

Creation of a Mediation Board. There would be no establishment of a mediation board. However,
both housing providers and tenants would remain eligible for the City’s sponsored mediation
services through a contract with Loyola Law School and its Loyola Center for Conflict Resolution.

Policy Package #2. Creation of a Self-Certification Inspection program and a Mediation
Board.

Description of the Rationale: At facilitated meetings in 2017 and 2018, housing providers stated
that they would not be adverse to some form of inspection of their properties, but preferred a self-
certification process whereby they or their staff could conduct the inspection. They also voiced
their opposition to any form of proactive inspection provided by City code enforcement staff.
Housing providers also voiced their approval of a mediation board to hear disputes with tenants
and to resolve issues that relate to difficult tenants.

Annual Self-Certification Process. This process would establish an annual self-certification
process whereby owners would conduct an annual habitability inspection of each unit and report
the results of the inspection to the City.

Page 2 of 4
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Creation of a Mediation Board. A mediation board would be created, composed of both housing
providers and tenants, to heat complaints on habitability and to discuss other tenant/housing
provider issues.

Policy Package #3. Create an annual proactive inspection program for habitability
standards; establish a required time frame for replacement of carpets and window
coverings and painting; create a mediation board, and allow for a reduction in rent if
habitability violations exist.

Description of the Rationale: At both the 2017 and 2018 facilitated sessions and City Council
meetings, comments from tenants included concerns that their properties are in substandard
conditions; that owners have not made any repairs since they moved in; that they’ve lived in their
properties for over 30 years and not even the carpet has been replaced; and that their units are
old and in need of repair. They expressed an interest in an annual inspection by City housing
inspectors. They also voiced their interest in establishing a time frame requirements similar to
those of West Hollywood that would require owners to replace carpets, window coverings and
paint. They expressed a need for a mediation board to resolve habitability issues. In addition,
tenants stated that they continue to receive rent increases and pay the rent, while the owners
continue to make no repairs to their units. As a result, tenants request they receive a reduction
in rent if their units are found to be in a substandard condition, with habitability violations. Tenants
propose that the mediation board could decide issues of rent reductions.

Establish a Proactive Inspection Program. The City would establish an annual proactive City
inspection program whereby each unit is inspected on an annual basis for habitability issues.

Establish Required Time Frames for Replacement of certain items and painting. The City would
need to determine a period of time when the interior of units must be repainted and when the
unit’s carpets and window coverings must be replaced.

Creation of a Mediation Board. The City would create a mediation board comprised of both
housing providers and tenants to address habitability standards and otherwise deal with
tenant/housing provider disputes.

Provide a Reduction in Rent when Habitability Violations Exist. This option would require that if in
an annual proactive inspection by a City housing inspector found habitability violations, the tenant
could request a rent decrease in association with the habitability code violations. Staff suggests
that the mediation board can mediate disputes between housing providers and tenants, and if the
board cannot reach a mutually acceptable resolution of the issue, then the tenant’s application for
a rent reduction can be forwarded to a hearing officer for resolution. By taking this approach, due
process rights and the right to a fair hearing are preserved.

Policy Option #4. Establish an Annual Self-Certification Process and Create a Mediation
Board.

Description of the Rationale. Both housing providers and tenants expressed a need for some form
of inspection process. Although, housing providers did not agree to an annual proactive City
inspection process, they did state that if an inspection was necessary, they preferred a self
certification process conducted either by themselves or by staff who they appointed or hired. Both
parties agreed to the need for some type of mediation board to address conflicts.

Page 3 of 4
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Establish an Annual Self-Certification Process. This option could be implemented with the annual
rent registration process and be made a requirement at the time of registration. This process
would include the verification by tenants similar to the Rent Registration process.

Creation of a Mediation Board. Housing providers did not agree to a rent reduction associated
with habitability violations. A mediation board, comprised of both housing providers and tenants
might be useful for both parties to resolve disputes. The creation of a mediation board inclusive
of both tenants and housing providers was voiced in multiple meetings by both housing providers
and tenants. The exact nature of this board would requite additional analysis. A board could
mediate disputes regarding conditions of a unit whether complaints from tenants related to repairs
and upkeep or from housing providers related to cleanliness and potential hoarding and could
provide a win-win for both parties. The composition and purview of such a board would require
additional input and analysis.

Page 4 of 4
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

MEMORANDUM

To: Honorable Mayor & City Council

From: Susan Healy Keene, Director of Community Development

Date: October 11,2018

Subject: Habitability Standards

Exhibits: 1. Schedule of 14 California RSO Cities
2. Habitability Standards
3. Beverly Hills Habitability Complaints
4. Habitability Checklist

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum addresses habitability standards that were raised as part of discussions
related to recent amendments to the City’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO). The report
provides information on the current standards in Beverly Hills; required habitability standards for
other rent stabilized cities; enforcement of standards, and options to consider. Exhibit 1
identifies 14 cities in California with RSO programs and their Habitability standards relative to
enforcement, inspection, and tenant protections.

BACKGROUND

The City last explored habitability standards in 2007. At that time, staff brought City Council a
preliminary proposal for a systematic housing inspection program in response to increasing
multifamily building maintenance violations, some for failing to meet even minimum habitability
or safety standards. Aging housing stock was cited as one of the chief reasons for the steady
growth in complaints.

Over the next few months proposed ideas were shared with stakeholders, including housing
providers, realtors, the Apartment Owners Association of Los Angeles (AAGLA), and the
Beverly Hills Chamber’s Government Affairs Committee. Concerns included cost; equity
between buildings with significantly varying conditions; privacy, and negative experiences with
similar programs.

In November 2007, an official proposal was presented to City Council. Then as now, Beverly
Hills’ inspection program was reactive in that only complaints trigger inspections. The proposed
systematic inspection program was a step toward a proactive program, where a small
percentage of units would be randomly selected for inspection. As proposed, buildings with
problems would undergo additional inspections to address specific issues. A hearing process

October 11, 2018
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would be available with an independent heating officer. Enforcement would be outsourced. Cost
for the program was originally estimated to be almost $600,000 but was later downgraded to
$200,000. The program would be cost neutral because problem properties would be billed
directly. The program would not include any new codes.

At that time, City Council explored the option of implementing a proactive inspection program for
the enforcement of the existing habitability standards. However, the stakeholders expressed the
following concerns: cost; equity (treating all apartments the same regardless of ownership or
size); tenant privacy; and added bureaucracy. Ultimately, the plan did not move forward.
Instead, staff recommended a combination of educating housing providers, self-assessment,
and inspections for problem properties only.

During facilitated dialogue sessions between tenants and housing providers held last summer
with Professor Sukhsimranjit Singh issues of habitability were discussed. There was concern
expressed regarding the level of maintenance and habitability of some units and that housing
providers might neglect repairs if limited by the maximum allowable annual rent increase. Both
tenants and housing providers agreed that the City needs to adopt a higher standard of
habitability and invest in more personnel for code enforcement. The suggestion was made that
the ideal venue to discuss habitability issues was through “mediation boards” to mitigate
potentially contentious conversations.

Participants also mentioned concerns previously identified and raised in 2007, such as privacy
and additional bureaucracy. There was less agreement regarding specific policy. Tenants stated
housing providers should only be able to raise rents if housing providers met agreed upon
standards and cited West Hollywood as an example. Furthermore, tenants said they feared
housing providers’ retribution over maintenance requests, and preferred to report code
violations anonymously. Housing providers, on the other hand, stated they would agree to
stringent standards only if the permissible annual allowable maximum rent increase was more
than the ordinance’s greater of 3% or CPI for Chapter 6 units.

DISCUSSION

Habitability Standards

Habitability standards are found in various legislative codes including federal, state and local
standards that identify substandard or unsanitary residential building conditions. Habitability
codes are found in the Uniform Housing Code, International Building Code, International
Property Maintenance Code, California Building Code, California Residential Code, California
Existing Building Code, Los Angeles County Building Code and the Los Angeles County Health
Code. Beverly Hills has directly adopted many of these codes by reference into the Municipal
Code. These codes, although slightly different, work to remedy the existence of and prevent the
creation of dangerous, substandard, unsanitary, and deficient residential buildings and dwelling
units.

Habitability standards in residential properties include, but are not limited to, adequate
plumbing, electrical, and heating systems and compliance with safety related issues related to
flooring, windows, doors, structural defects, appliances, common area deficiencies and
nuisance issues. These standards work to ensure that residential properties are habitable and
free from substandard conditions. Most habitability standards are cited from California Civil
Code §1941.1, Health and Safety Code §17920.3, and State building and maintenance codes.
Attached is a Habitability Standards (Exhibit 2), composed of both code sections, and provides
a guide to help identify all of the issues that can affect habitability.

Page 2 of 10
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Habitability standards are of heightened interest in rent stabilized buildings due to concern of a
potential decline in living conditions if housing providers put off repairs. Each local jurisdiction
implements habitability standards differently based on not only State standards, but also
additional requirements enforced locally. Of the 14 cities with some form of rent control, two
cities have standards which exceed minimum habitability standards.

The City of West Hollywood expanded its habitability requirements to require replacement of
items such as floor and window coverings, and repainting of units and common areas on a
prescribed timeline. These standards are the most expansive of the 14 cities with rent
stabilization. Housing providers must replace carpets, linoleum/vinyl, and window coverings
every seven (7) years, paint interior common areas every four (4) years, and paint exterior
common areas every seven (7) years. Appliances must be kept in good working condition.

San Francisco has enacted provisions for soft story seismic retrofit and has balcony and deck
requirements that are inspected every five (5) years to assure their continued stability and
safety. However, it is the responsibility of the housing provider to have balconies and decks
checked for safety.

Complaint-based Enforcement

Each city ensures compliance with habitability standards differently with the majority of the RSO
cities in California using a complaint-based approach (Exhibit 1). Complaints in Beverly Hills
related to rental unit habitability, substandard violations, and property maintenance; violations
ate becoming more frequent, particularly in older buildings. More than one-third of the RSO
units were built before 1940, and more than half were built between 1940 and 1979. Some
overall habitability issues may result from poor or inadequate repair and maintenance, which
over time results in damage often needing substantial and expensive repairs. However, in
some cases there may be habitability issues simply due to the age of the structure.

The substandard violations and aesthetic defects are applicable to the building structure
exterior, all common areas, rental unit interiors and the exterior of the property itself. A list of
the mote common complaints, defects and violations observed by Beverly Hills code
enforcement in recent years are listed in Exhibit 3.

Beverly Hills’ complaint-based inspections are paid for in part by the Rent Control Administration
Fee established in 2007. Originally $20 per unit per year, it was raised to $54 in 2012. The fee is
collected through Utility Billing and is charged $9 per unit per bill throughout the year.

The City contracted with Management Partners in April 2017, to assist with various tasks related
to implementing the amended Rent Stabilization Ordinance. One of the tasks was preparation of
a staffing plan for the program in which Management Partners identified the need for
enforcement relative to the identification and enforcement of housing habitability standards.
Management Partners recommended addition of Code Enforcement Officer to conduct
habitability inspections based on complaints and to provide enforcement support for Rent
Stabilization violations.

Eight other cities, (San Jose, Berkeley, Oakland, Los Gatos, East Palo Alto, Palm Springs,
Santa Monica, and West Hollywood) conduct inspections on a complaint basis. Although most
inspections are conducted on a complaint basis, San Jose’s inspections are conducted on a tier

Page 3 of 10
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system and are based on those properties with a history of habitability code violations. Berkeley
does proactive enforcement only when there is available staff.

Self-Certification Inspection Programs

Some cities have incorporated a self-certification program which requires housing providers to
submit a habitability standards checklist attesting to the building’s condition under penalty of
perjury. An example of such checklist is included in Exhibit 4. Self-Certification is intended to
reward those housing providers with a history of responsible property management. In fact, one
of the recommendations the Beverly Hills’ Human Relations Commission made in January 2017
was a self-certification inspection process.

In Hayward, self-certification allows qualifying housing providers an opportunity to opt-out of the
mandatory inspection program as long as their properties are in good standing. Oakland has an
enforcement process that is initiated by a Courtesy Notice that informs the housing provider of
an alleged violation with no prior code inspection. The Courtesy Notice provides 21 days for the
owner to respond by providing a self-certified Housing Provider Certification form with
photographs. By signing, the owner certifies that they will maintain the property free from
additional notices. If another complaint is filed for the same violation, and confirmed by a code
enforcement inspector, an immediate fee assessment is imposed.

Proactive/Routine Inspection Programs

Several jurisdictions conduct regular inspection programs to ensure compliance with habitability
standards, although there are variations in the frequency of inspection.

City of Los Angeles
The City of Los Angeles has a Systematic Code Enforcement Program (SCEP) whereby all
multi-family residential units, including RSO units, are inspected over a four year period of time
as well as through a complaint based process. The General Manager determines how often
properties are inspected, but inspections occur no less than once every four (4) years. The
frequency depends on the current condition, history, age, record of the owners, or delinquent
fees, taxes, or utility bills. The city charges a SCEP per unit, per year and additional fees if the
case requires additional inspections. If an owner does not correct a violation in 30 days it is
referred to a General Manager’s hearing. The General manager can order a rent reduction,
referral to the Rent Escrow Account Program (REAP), referral to the Urgent Repair Program, an
imposition of additional inspection fees, referral into the Receivership Program, or issue an
Order of Abatement against the property. The Tenant Habitability Program ensures tenants are
properly housed during repairs and requires housing providers to mitigate the impacts of
renovation.

San Francisco
San Francisco has a routine inspection program in place for rental properties. Every five (5)
years a property must be inspected by a housing inspector for habitability standards and
housing safety. Inspections are funded through fees charged to housing providers that cannot
be passed through to tenants. The Inspection fee is charged only if violations are found and only
after the First Notice is issued and compliance was not obtained. Although inspections are
completed on a five year rotation, most inspections are complaint based.

San Francisco also conducts a Code Enforcement Outreach program where it partners with five
(5) area non-profit organizations to provide tenants with information; regarding their rights
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related to housing code habitability compliance, information on how to notify the housing
providers about needed repairs; facilitate completion of repairs prior to housing inspections; act
as a liaison between the tenant and the Department of Building and Safety to secure needed
repairs; and conduct workshops to educate tenants about their role in ensuring housing code
compliance in their rental units.

The cities of Richmond, Mountain View and Hayward, conduct code enforcement by a
combination of routine inspections and self-certification. The City of Richmond conducts rental
unit inspections once every three (3) years. However, owners with three or more units are
eligible to conduct a self-inspection and “certify” that each of their residential rental properties is
well-maintained. Mountain View maintains periodic inspections, with a goal to inspect properties
every five (5) years. Properties may claim an exemption in which case they are required to self-
certify units every 2 years. Exempted properties are inspected once every eight (8) years.
Inspections are also conducted on a complaint basis. The City of Hayward conducts a self-
certification for qualifying housing providers which intends to reward housing providers with the
history of responsible property management.

Tenant Protections

Beverly Hills requires a “Means and Method Plan” to protect tenants during construction.
Anyone applying for a permit to alter or repair a structure that contains one or more dwelling
units must submit a form to the City indicating whether or not those units contain tenants. If so,
the applicant must submit a means and methods plan that indicates whether or not that work will
impact sanitation or create structural hazards. It requires a description of the construction
process; its impact; a plan to address those impacts; an assessment of whether or not the
tenants need to be temporarily relocated, and mitigation measures. If relocation is required, the
applicant must prepare a relocation plan. The applicant must also certify that tenants will receive
information about the nature of the work; scheduling; assurance the tenancy will not be
terminated; a statement informing tenants of their rights to seek mitigation, and other
requirements.

In the City of Los Angeles non-compliance with a habitability violation triggers a hearing and
potentially a referral to the Rent Escrow Account Program (REAP). Through the REAP program,
if rental units are deemed substandard, tenant rents can be reduced 10% to 50% and paid into
an escrow account, where the housing provider incurs fees and does not collect rent until
deficiencies are addressed. Owners can, however, request funds from the REAP account to
make the repairs on the associated code violations. Tenants may also make a request for funds
to make repairs.

The City of Los Angeles also established a Tenant Habitability Plan (THP) for all work that
requires a permit on occupied residential properties. The THP plan recognizes that
displacement from rental housing creates hardships on renters who are senior citizens, persons
on fixed incomes and low and moderate income households, particularly when there is a
shortage of decent, safe and sanitary housing at affordable rent levels in the City. The THP
details the work to be performed and how the owner will ensure for the tenants safety during this
work period. It provides for temporary relocation, at the owner’s costs, and requires that the
tenant be returned to the unit at the same rental rate. The City is required to sign off on the THP
and the owner is required to serve a copy to the tenant. The tenant has the right to appeal the
THP and go before a hearing officer. The hearing officer decision is final. No permits can be
issued without approval from the Rent Stabilization program.
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In 2005, the City of Richmond unanimously approved the Residential Rental Dwelling Unit
Inspection and Maintenance Code. It provides that if any residential rental dwelling unit is found
to be unsafe to occupy, or is unfit to occupy pursuant to the Health and Safety Code or the unit
is posted by the building official with an order not to enter or occupy, the costs and expenses of
relocation to tenants are required.

In San Jose, tenants in rental units, including RSO units, can file a petition due to a decrease in
housing services; issues with compliance with San Jose Building codes, and violations of the
Housing providers’ Implied Warranty of Habitability to assert a service reduction. The tenant
has the burden of proof of their claim by submitting evidence such as maintenance records,
photographs, and/or testimony.

In Mountain View tenants can file a petition for individual downward adjustment of rent for:
failure to maintain a rental unit in compliance with health and safety or building codes; reduced
service or maintenance; or for payment of rent in excess of lawful rent.

The Oakland Municipal Code provides that a Tenant Petition can be filed for a decrease in
housing services. A decrease in housing service may exist where services that were originally
included in the rent are taken away; where the conditions in a unit have changed substantially
from the condition when it was originally rented; and/or where there is a serious defect in the
unit which affects the health or safety of the tenants. A hearing officer determines the rent
reduction allowed for the associated decrease in housing service.

Like Mountain View and Oakland, West Hollywood also has a procedure by which a tenant may
file an application to decrease the amount of the rent based upon a decrease of housing
services.

Inspection Fees

Inspection fees vary for the 14 California Cities with RSO programs. The self-certified inspection
fee imposes no costs from the cities as the owner is requested to conduct the inspection and
report back to the city. The midrange fee for city inspections is approximately $156 and ranges
to a $350 fee for inspections where violations are found. Inspection fees for the 14 California
cities with RSO programs are detailed in Exhibit 1.

Policy Options

There are several options that the City Council and the public could consider when determining
whether to enhance habitability requirements and enforcement of standards. These options or a
combination of the following policy options may also be considered.

1. No Policy Change: Continue to monitor and follow-up on habitability complaints with
code enforcement staff.

• Advantage to Housing Providers: Little to no advantage for housing providers.
The complaint inspection process will remain with Code Enforcement staff on all
RSO properties on the existing habitability code ordinances.

• Disadvantage to Housing Providers: Housing providers would remain under
the current Habitability Standards consistent with California State law and would
not otherwise be disadvantaged.
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• Advantage to Tenants: Tenants will continue to have the ability to contact the
City to make a habitability complaint, and Code Enforcement will inspect the
property for the alleged violations.

• Disadvantage to Tenants: Tenants may be disadvantaged because the scope
of habitability will remain at the same minimal habitability standards offered by
the State of California and related building codes. In addition, the tenant still is in
a position of having to file a complaint, potentially receiving some level of
retaliation from the housing provider.

Administrative Considerations: This option would maintain existing conditions. However,
both Management Partners and the Matrix’s study reports identified that a dedicated code
enforcement officer for the Rent Stabilization Program is needed.

2. Establish a Self-Certification Process: Establish a process that would require housing
providers to conduct their own annual habitability inspection and report to the City on an
annual basis through the annual Rent Registry process. At the City Council meeting of
January 24, 2017, Human Relations Commission liaison presented information to the
Council on a similar policy option which included a self-certification program
recommended by the Human Relations Commission.

• Advantage to Housing Providers: The self-certification process would allow
owners the opportunity to make repairs prior to the issuance of a formal code
violation notice. It may also reduce the costs associated with code enforcement
inspections. Housing providers would be provided the opportunity to inspect the
units on an annual basis so that they can address concerns prior to the creation
of a condition leading to a habitability violation.

• Disadvantage to Housing Providers: Housing providers may incur the costs
associated with self-certification as a result of conducting the annual inspection
process because housing providers may have to hire a professional to complete
the inspection process.

• Advantage to Tenants: Tenants would obtain an annual inspection of their unit
where habitability violations would be identified to the owner. This will inform the
housing providers of pending habitability issues and action can be taken to
remedy the issue.

• Disadvantage to Tenants: Tenants may experience additional costs if housing
providers are allowed to pass-through associated costs.

Administrative Considerations: This option would require additional RSO staff resources to
ensure compliance and to review the photographs submitted in compliance with the self-
certification process as well as to receive, investigate and inspect to make determinations
on violations. This process will also require additional trained Code Enforcement inspection
staff to determine violations of habitability standards dedicated exclusively to the RSO
program.

3. Establish a Habitability Proactive Inspection Program: Establish a proactive
inspection program which would require City Code Enforcement staff to inspect all RSO
properties for habitability on a regular basis as determined by City Council.

• Advantage to Housing Providers: The proactive inspection process will report
to housing providers habitability conditions. Housing providers then would be
able to make the necessary repairs thereby insuring that their properties are free
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of substandard conditions. As repairs to address the habitability standards are
made, housing providers would receive less complaints from their tenants.

• Disadvantage to Housing Providers: Housing providers may have to incur
additional costs associated with the inspection process.

• Advantage to Tenants: The majority of RSO tenants would benefit from this
option and may decide to continue to reside in the unit for a longer period of time
if the unit is free from substandard conditions.

• Disadvantage to Tenants: Tenants may receive an increase in rent if, a housing
provider who has never normally imposed an annual rent increase, chooses to
impose the annual rent increase to cover the costs associate with the additional
standards. In addition, if the housing provider’s costs increase significantly, a rent
increase application could be filed, and the tenants’ rents may be increased if the
application is successful.

Administrative Considerations: This option would require additional RSO staff resources to
ensure compliance to inform housing providers and tenants and to receive, investigate and
make determinations on violations. This process will also require additional trained Code
Enforcement inspection staff to determine violations of habitability standards dedicated
exclusively to the RSO program.

4. Expand the Habitability Standards similar to West Hollywood: Establish required
time frames for replacement of floor and window coverings and repainting of interior and
exterior areas.

• Advantage to Housing Providers: Expanding the habitability standards could
help owners retain and obtain new tenants thereby reducing the costs associated
with re-occupying the unit.

• Disadvantage to Housing Providers: This may have an effect on the owner’s
costs, as additional requirements to replace flooring every seven years and to
paint the interior every four years and common areas every seven years, may
increase costs if the owner does not normally conduct this work under these time
periods.

• Advantage to Tenants: The majority of RSO tenants would benefit from this
option and may decide to continue to reside in the unit for a longer period of time.

• Disadvantage to Tenants: Tenants may receive an increase in rent if, a housing
provider who has never normally imposed an annual rent increase, chooses to
impose the annual rent increase to cover the costs associate with the additional
standards. In addition, if the housing provider’s costs increase significantly, a
rent increase application could be filed, and the tenants’ rents may be increased
if the application is successful.

Administrative Considerations: This option would require additional RSO staff resources to
ensure compliance to inform housing providers and tenants and to receive, investigate and
make determinations on violations. This process will also require additional trained Code
Enforcement inspection staff to determine violations of habitability standards dedicated
exclusively to the RSO program.
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5. Establish a reduction in rent tied to habitability violations like 12 of the 14
California cities with RSO programs.

Advantage to Housing Providers: There is little to no advantage to the
housing provider to reduce its ability to collect its full amount of tent. The housing
provider may be subject to additional costs if the City determines that an
application process must be established to determine the associated reduction in
rent for each violation of a habitability standard.

• Disadvantage to Housing Providers: The housing providers would be
disadvantaged as they would have fewer funds collected in rent to make any
necessary repairs. Necessary repairs may be left unattended to for an extended
period of time as a result of the housing provider’s inability to collect the full
amount of rent.

• Advantage to Tenants: Tenants would have a corresponding reduction in rent
when habitability violations are found and housing providers may be incentivized
to make repairs prior to obtaining a code violation.

• Disadvantage to Tenants: Tenants may be disadvantaged by the fact that the
owners would have reduced funds with which to make repairs and may be
required to reside in untenable conditions for an extended period of time.

Administrative Considerations: This option would require additional RSO staff resources
to ensure compliance to inform housing providers and tenants and to receive,
investigate, inspect and make determinations on violations. This process will also require
additional trained Code Enforcement inspection staff to determine violations of
habitability standards dedicated exclusively to the RSO program. There may also be
additional costs relative to a hearing process to determine amounts of reduction in rents
tied to each habitability standard and to provide guidance on how the associated
habitability violation will relate to a reduction in rent. The City may also be required to
establish an application and hearing process, which would require additional staff time
and cost with the administration of an application process.

6. Create a Mediation Board: A typical mediation board composition varies from five to
fifteen board members including both tenants and housing providers and neutral parties,
usually a home or business owner. Some mediation boards are appointed by the mayor
or by city council, other mediation boards may be elected to their positions. The city may
propose a mediation board to deal with rent stabilization matters including habitability.

• Advantage to Housing Providers: This would give housing providers a platform
to establish a more balanced review of their housing concerns. This may also
improve communication and relationships between housing providers and
tenants.

• Disadvantage to Housing Providers: Housing providers may be required to
attend a mediation board review. This may also delay resolution of issues.

• Advantage to Tenants: Like housing providers, this policy option would give
tenants a platform to establish a more balanced review of their housing concerns.
This may also improve communication and relationships between housing
providers and tenants.

• Disadvantage to Tenants: Tenants may be required to attend a mediation
board review and delay resolution of issues.
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Administrative Considerations: This option would require intensive administrative
involvement by RSO staff to provide support to the mediation board. If this option is
considered for implementation, further discussion would be necessary to determine the
board’s purview, structure, and composition.
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EXHIBIT 1

Schedule of 14 California RSO Cities

Rent Adjustment forCity Habitability Standards Inspection Inspection Fee
Reduction of Services

• Civil Code §1941.1

• Health and Safety Code §17920.3

• Civil Code §1941.1
• Health and Safety Code §17920.3

• Civil Code §1941.1
• Health and Safety Code §17920.3

• Civil Code §1941.1

• Health and Safety Code §17920.3

Additional Standards:

Repaint rental units every four years
Replace window coverings and carpet every seven years
Provide New Vinyl or Linoleum Floor Covering every seven

West Hollywood
years

Replace wallpaper every seven years

Maintain appliances in working order

Replace common area carpets, draperies, window coverings

every seven years

Paint interior common areas every four years

Paint eeterior common areas every seven years

‘Civil Code §1941.1

‘Health and Safety Code §17920.3
Civil Code §1941.1

Health and Safety Code §17920.3

‘Civil Code §1941.1

Health and Safety Code §17920.3

Civil Code §1941.1
Health and Safety Code §17920.3

‘Civil Code §1941.1

‘Health and Safety Code §17920.3

Civil Code §1941.1
Health and Safety Code §17920.3

‘Civil Code §1941.1

Health and Safety Code §17920.3
Civil Code §1941.1

Health and Safety Code §17920.3

‘Civil Code §1941.1

‘Health and Safety Code §17920.3

Civil Code §1941.1

Health and Safety Code §17920.3

- Complaint based

Proactive dnpending on staff resources

Complaint Based

Complaint Based

-Routine

-Self-Certification option for properties with a

good history

None

-$201.50 per Comlaint inspection

if violations are found

- SCEP annual unit fee $43.32

(includes 2 free inspections(

- $1701 inupection

- None for initial inspection and re

inspection

-$26 if violations are found after

re-inspection

- $156

None

- None forfirst inspection

- $350 if violations exist with
increases for each subsequent

progress follow up: $400 for 2nd,

$800 for 3rd, and $1,600 for 4th

Beverly Hills

City of LA

San Francisco

Complaint Based

- Routine (no less than every four years(

- Complaint based

- Routine

- Complaint based

- Routine (once very three years(

- Self-inspection option for >2 units

Complaint Based

Complaint Based None

Richmond

San lose

Mountain View

Oakland

Santa Monica

Berkeley

Las Gatos

E, Palo Alto

Hayward

- $157 per unit

- $66 for re-inspections

- $23-$115 depending on history

of code violations

None

yes

(REAP(

yes

yes

yes

Yes

yes

yes

None

yes

yes

yes

yen

- Complaint Based
-$85 initial inspections

- Routine (every 5 years; every B years for evempt
-$85 re-inspections

propecties(

$125 for complaint investigation
Complaint Based

$205 for follow-up inspection

NoneComplaint Based

Palm Springs Complaint Based $158.34 yes
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Habitability Standards

Int’l CA I County I LA SM WH I 311

Civ: HSC:
“Untentable” “Substandard”

HSC: LACBC:
“Substandard” “Substandard”

, §8.92.030 §7.04.010 §5-3-1Waterproohng and Weather
Maint §301

Civ 1941.1
HSC § ll20.14() *3100 (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)Protection HSC § l79_0.3 (Adopted)

96 050

Working Plumbino Gas . - Civ §1941.1 HSC § 11.20.140 §31.00
§892030 §7.04.010 §5-3-I

facilities Maint *04
HSC § 17920.3 HSC § 11.02.300 (Adopted)

(Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)

1941
HSC § I t.20.140 §31.00 §8.92.030 §7.04.010 §5-3-1

Hot/Cold Water Maint §505
HSC 179’03

26 LACBC § (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)
S 9904 §91.8902.1 §8.96,050

Civ 1941.1
‘6 LACBC §8.92030 § 9-1-202

Heating facilities Maint §108.1 HSC § 17920.3
— 9904 §91.8902.1 (Adopted) (Adopted)

24 CCR § 1204 §896.050
Civ § 1941.1 §892.030 § 9-1-202

Electrical Lighting Maini §601 24 CCR §1205 (Adopted) (Adopted)
HSC § 17920.3 §8.96.050

Building/ground clear of ., . , , §8.92.030 §7.04.010 §5-3-1
debris, filth, mbbish, garbage,

HSC 17903
HSC § 11.20. 140

(1°d)
(Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)

io&nts, vcnmn §896.050
. , S8 92 030Lack otarbaoe . , Civ 1941.1

Maint §308 . §91.8902.1 (Adopted)receptacles storage
‘ HSC § 17920.3

§896 050
Floors StairwaysRailings in Maint §108.1

C 1941 1Maint §307
Maint §108.1 HSC § I l.20.14t) §3 1.00 §8.92.030 §7.04.010 §5-3-1

Defective/deteriorated floors Maint §304 HSC § l792f).3 26 LACBC § (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)
Maint §305 9904 §91.8902.2 §896.050

Locking Mail Receptacle Civ § 1941.1

3l 00
§8.92.03t) §7.04.010 §5-3-I

Lack of lavatoty, shower Maint §502 HSC § 11.20.140 (Adtd)
(Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)

.

—. (Adopted)
§31.00 §8.92.030 §7.04.010 §5-3-I

Lack of kitchen sink Maint §505 HSC § 17920.3 HSC § II .2t). 140 (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)
§91.8902.1 §8.96.050

§8.92.030 §7.04.010 §5-3-1
. . . . Maint § 108.1 24 CCR § 1203

.. §3 1.00 (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)Insuthcicnt cntil ition
Maint §403 H5C 17920

HSC II 02 300
(AdoptLd( §8 96 00 § 9 I 202

( Adopted)
. . .

. §8.92.030Lackot Required Ventilation
HSC § 17920.3

26 LACBC
§91.8902.1 (Adopted(Equipment

. 9904
§8.96.050

M ‘ ‘108 1 HSC § 11.02.300 §31.00 §8.92.030 §7.04.010 §5-3-1
Insufficient natural light

Mt40
HSC § 17920.3 26 LACBC § (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)

9904 §91.8902.1 §8.96.050
8 9’ 030 9-l-’O’HSC 179’O 3 ‘6 LCBC ‘ . —. = —

Inadequate Room and Space Maint §108.1
24 CCR §1208 9904 §91.8902.1 (Adopted) (Adopted)

‘6 LACBC §8.92.030
Dampness HSC § 17920.3

— 9904
§91.8902.1 (Adopted)

§8.96.050
§8.92.030

Mold HSC § 17920.3 (Adopted)

§ 8.96.050
. .

. §8.92.030Dilapidation Improper
Maint § l0X I HSC § 17920.3 §91.8104. (Adopted)Maintenance . .

§8 96.050
.

. §8.92.030Connection to sewage disposal
Maint §506 HSC § 17920.3 §91.8902.1 (Adopted)system

, ,

, §8.96.050
Inadequate Foundations Maint § 108.1 HSC § 1792t).3 26 LACBC § §91.8902.2 §8.92,030
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Maint §302 9904 (Adopted)
§896050

HSC § 1120140 §31.00 §8.92.030 §7.04.0lt) §5-3-I
Defective/deteriorated walls USC § 17920.3 26 LACBC § (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)

9904 §91.8902.2 §8.96.050

M’ l08
USC § I l.2().140 §31.00 §8.92.030 §7.04.010 §5-3-1

Defectivedetci-iomted ceiling 4ts307 USC § 17920.3 26 LACBC § (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)
— 9904 §91.8902.2 §8.96.050

. . .
.. §8.92.030Detectiedetenomted

Maint §304 USC § 17920.3
26 LACBC

§91.8902.2 (Adopted)fireplaces/chimney , 9904
‘ §8 96.050

§8.92.030
Safe/functioning wiring Maint §605 HSC § 17920.3

26 LACBC
§91.8902,4 (Adopted)

§8.96.050
. .

, §8.92.030Maintained/good/sate
Maint §504 USC § l792t).3

26 LACBC § §91.8902.5 (Adopted)plumbing
, , 9904

‘ §8.96.050
. . .

, §8.92,030Maintaineagood sate
Maint §603 HSC § 17920.3

26 LACBC
§91.8902.4 (Adopted)mechanical equipment , , 9904
‘ §8 96.050

S8 97 030DetLnoratLd njmbling/loose
Maint §3t) USC § 179203 §91 89027 (Adopted)

‘ ‘

§8.96.050
. §8.92.030Detenomted/ineffeetive

Maint §304 USC § 17920.3 §91.8902.7 (Adopted)waterproofing , ,

‘ §$ 96.050
. . . ,

, §8.92.030 §704.010 §5-3-1Defective or lack of exterior
Maint §304 USC § 17920.3 USC § I l.2t).l40

§31.00
(Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)weather protection (Adopted)
S896 050
8 97 030Broken, rotted, split, bucked

Maint § 108.1 USC § 17920.3 §91.8902.7 (Adopted)extenors . ,

‘ §8 96 050

Anything that could cause a
USC § I 792t).3 §91.8902.8 (Adopted)I ire as detenrnned by fire chief ,

, §8.96,050
Construction materials

76 LACBC §
§8.92.030

maintained in good/safe USC § 17920.3
— 9904

‘ §91.8902.9 (Adopted)
conditions §8.96.050

. §8.92.030Unsafe maintenance per
. . . USC 17920.3 (Adopted)Uniform Building Code

, §8 96.050
§8.92.030

Adequate Exit Facilities Maint §108,1 USC § 17920.3 §91.8902 (Adopted)
§8.96.050

Any public ntusance known to §5.08.370 §7.04.0 10 §5-3-1
common law or equity

3l 00
(Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)

jurisprudence, and whatever is Main) § I ((8.1 USC § I I .02.3 00
(,do ‘ teddangerous to human life or p

detrimental to health
Uncleanliness or anything that §5.08.370 §7.04.010 §5-3-I
renders air, food and drink

Maint § 108.1 USC § I I 02 30t)
§31.00 ( Adopted) ( Adopted) ( Adopted)

detrimental to the health of ‘
, ( Adopted)

human beings.
. . . . . , USC § 11.20.140 §3 1.00 §5.08.370 §7.04.010 §5-3-1Unsanitary plumbing/piping Maint §504

USC I 1.02.300 (Adopted) (Adopted) jo ted) pe4j
, , . , USC § 11.20.140 §3 1.00 §5.08.370 §7.04.010 §5-3-1Unsanitary sewage disposal Maint §504

USC 11.02.300 (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)
Use of other than habitable §5.08.370 §7.04.010 §5-3-I
rooms for living, cooking or Maint §404 USC § 1 1.20.140 §31.00 (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)
eating purposes

,
, . S5 08 370 §7.04.010 5-3-lIncomplete Construction USC I 1.20.140 §31.0)).

. (Adopted) pej (Adopted)
. . . . , §31.00 §5.08.370 §7.04.010 §5-3-IInfestation by insects, vermin. Ma

USC § I I.2)).140 (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)
, §91.8902.1

§31.00 §5.08.370 §7.04.010 §5-3-I
General dilapidation Main) § 108.1 USC § 11.20.140 (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted) (Adopted)

§91.8902.1
. . ,

, §3t.00 §5.08.370 §7.04.010 §5-3-IOvercrowding Maint §404 HSC § 11.02.300 ‘ , ,,

, ( Adopted) t Adopted) ( Adopted) ( Adopted)
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Lack of sound/effective too 26 LACBC § §8.12.010 § 9-1-202
V Main) §304 24CCR §1207 §91 .8902.7covcnng 9904 (Adopted) t Adopted)

Lack of sound effective 26 LACBC § §8.12.010 § 9-1-202Maint §304 24 CCR §1207 §91.8902.7exterior wall covering 9904 (Adopted) (Adopted)
26 LACBC § §13.04,010Broken windowsidoors Maint §304 §91.8104.5.1

9904 (Adopted)
26 LACBC § §13.04.010Abandoned Buildings

9904 (Adopted)
Lack of paint causing dry rot, 26 LACBC § § 13.04.0 10Main) §304warping, termite infestation 9904 (Adopted)
Overgrown vegetation causing § 13.04.01026 LACBC § (Adopted)detriment to neighboring

9904properties or property values
Dead trees, weeds, debns §13.04.01026 LACBC §constituting unsightly Maint §302

9904 (Adopted)
appearance
Dead trees, weeds, debris § 13.04.0 1026 LACBC §constituting dangerous to Main) §302

9904 ( Adopted)
public satty and welfare
Dead trees, weeds, debris 26 LACBC § § 13.04.010Maint §302detrimental to property values 9904 (Adopted)
Inoperable or abandoned §13.04,010
vehicles, etc., causing 26 LACBC § (Adopted)Maint §302
depreciation of nearby 9904
property values
Nuisances dangerous to § 13.04.01026 LACBC §children in the form of Main) § 108.1

9904 (Adopted)
ahandonedbroken equipment
Nuisances dangerous to § 13.04.01026 LACBC §children in the form of Maint § 108.1 ) Adopted)9904neglected machinery
Nuisances dangerous to I §13.04.01026 LACBC §children in the form of Maint §303

9904 (Adopted)
swimming pools
Broken or discarded furniture § 13.04.010
and household equipment left 26 LACBC § (Adopted)
in yard for unreasonable 9904
periods

26 LACBC § §13.04.010Clotheslines in front yards.
9904 (Adopted)

Garbage cans stored in front or § 13.04.010
side yards and visible from (Adopted)26 LACBC §i public Street except when

9904I placed in places of collection
I at the times permitted.

acng boxes visible in yards 26 LACBC §13.04.010
9904 (Adopted)

26 LACBC § §13.04.010Lumber, junk, trash, debris Maint §308
9904

Abandoned/discarded/unused § 13.04.01))26 LACBC §cars, ftmmiture, stoves, ( Adopted)9904refrigerators, freezer’s, cans

26 LACBC § §13.04.010Stagnant water, excavations
9904 (Adopted)

Device:decoration unsightly § 13.04.01026 LACBC §by reason of condition or
9904 (Adopted)

location
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Memorandum — Habitability Standards

List of Beverly Hills
Most Common Habitability Complaints

Building Structure Exterior
- Faulty electrical system, lights, receptacles, etc.
- Structural defects
- Dilapidated/broken surfaces
- Faulty doors and windows
- Faulty plumbing system (sewer and water supply)

Faulty mechanical equipment
- Excessive lighting

Excessive mechanical noise
- Dangerous conditions (general)
- Noncompliant ingress and egress access
- Defective building exterior (walls, roof, windows, doors)
- Unlawful or unpermitted construction

Common Areas
- Faulty/inoperable mechanical equipment
- Unsanitary conditions
- Ingress/egress violations
- Dangerous conditions in laundry rooms, storage rooms and common area spaces
- Junk storage
- Faulty or inoperable lighting
- General safety or hazardous conditions (stairways and hallways)
- Dilapidated floor coverings, walls, ceilings, doors and windows

Rental Unit Interior
- Faulty plumbing systems
- Faulty electrical systems
- Faulty mechanical systems
- Faulty appliances
- Faulty/dilapidated floors, ceilings and walls
- Defective interior amenities
- Lack of or improper heating facilities
- Lack of or limited running water, hot and cold
- Dangerous conditions (general)
- Egress/ingress violations
- Faulty/no smoke and carbon monoxide alarms

Exterior Property Maintenance
- Defective stairs and steps, baluster and handrails, walkways
- Faulty/defective plumbing and electrical systems
- Excessive vegetation
- Dead/no vegetation
- Junk storage
- Inoperable vehicles, RV storage
- Graffiti
- Unsanitary conditions
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Exhibit 4

Habitability Checklist

This list is a guide to help you identify all of the things that can affect habitability, based upon Civil Code § 1941.1 and Health
and Safety Code §17920.3. Due to the variety of circumstances which can arise in a given rental situation, all ofthe possible conditions
can’t be listed, so you should use your own judgment to determine tvhether a particular condition you are concerned with is like one of
those listed here. Plainly stated, just because it’s not on this list doesn’t mean it isn’t an uninhabitable one, particularly if it adversely
affects living there.

Electrical
The power is unstable (goes out)
Wall switches

some not tvorking
_Cover plates missing/broken

Light fixtures not all working
Exterior grounds lights
for exterior doors
For stairways
For garage/parking
For common walkways

Electrical outlets don’t all work
No shocks from any part

GF1 plugs near water
kitchen sink
bathroom sink

Fans
ceiling [eg, bathroomJ
heater [eg, bathroom]
above stove
ceiling circulation fans

Smoke alarms don’t work properly
Doorbell doesn’t work
Security system doesn’t work

Heating/Air Conditioning
Furnace

Missing or broken
Does not work
Thermostat broken
Inadequate heat
Pilot goes out
Produces odor
Noisy during operation
Some rooms get no heat
Ducts are broken

Asbestos in ducts
Air filters failed
Vents don’t work

Other heaters
heat lamps don’t work
wall heaters don’t work
portable units don’t work

Air Conditioning
Units don’t work
Inadequately cooling
Noisy

Thermostats don’t work

Plumbing
Hot and cold water supplied

Insufficient hot water
Inadequate water pressure

__hot only
both
faucets

Bathroom

K i tc hen
Patio
Wet bar

— washing machines
Sudden bursts

— pressure varies a lot
Dirty/unhealthy water

rust/discoloration
Odors
bad taste [eg, sewage]

Inadequate drainage
Backups into sink/tub
Slow drainage

_Regutarly a problem
in shower/bathtub

Kitchen sinks
Bathroom sinks

Toilets

Stow fill and flush
Sewage backups’overfiows
Flushing mechanism broken
Leaks

From water line to wall
from the base on the floor
from the fixture itself

Garbage disposal

Doesn’t work
Backs up

Bathtub drain doesn’t work
Sink stoppers don’t work
Faucets on sinks and tub

loose or broken
hard to move
Drip/trickle

Other Leaky plumbing
Faucets leak

when used
—— always

Onto or under counter
Drains under sink
Dishwasher

Garbage disposal
Clothes washer

—— Hoses -hot and cold intake

Drainage hose
Washing Machine itself

— Broken pipes in ceiling, wall
Sewer/Septic system

don’t work
Inadequately maintained
Surface discharge, leaks
odor
discharge under building

— Kitchen sink counter
tiled
nonporous and cleanable

Exterior faucets
don’t work/leak

Swimming pool/jacuzzi
don’t work
leaks
pump/filter broken
will not heat

flooring
Uncovered holes in floors

— Floor separating from wall
Weak or loose floorboards
Buckling or uneven floors

— Loose/chipped/missing tiles
Loose/torn/missing linoleum

— Torn or loose carpeting
Nails sticking up through carpet

— Exposed carpet tack strips
— Carpeting mildewed or moldy
— Carpeting stinks/unsanitary

Carpet torn/frayed, trip hazard

Windows
— Inadequate number of windows
— Inadequate ventilation from windows
— cracks or broken glass

gaps in panes or windows
Inadequate weather sealing
Windows that should open

Don’t open easily
stick

— Don’t stay open as needed
Don’t close completely
Don’t latch

Ground floor windows have no lock
Window screens

Holes or tears
Missing from some/all
Frames unbent, unbroken
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Doors
Interior doors

Loose in frame/maladjusted
stick

Will not close securely
Missing knobs

Missing working latches
Exterior doors

Loose in frame/maladjusted
stick
Will not close securely
Missing knobs

Missing working latches
Missing working deadbolts
Inadequate weather stripping
Key does not work well
Threshhold is broken
Broken glass

Sliding glass doors

stick
Do not completely close
will not lock securely
tears or holes in screen
Screen door loose in track
Screen door will not latch
Cracks or broken glass

Other exterior screen doors
Improperly mounted
Will not close fully

Will not latch/lock
frame bent/broken
Holes /tears in screen
Does not close properly

Cannot be secured open

Structure
Ceiling

___falling sown
holes, flaking, looseness
leaks, stains from leaks
collapsing or soft
damp
leaks during rains
leaks regularly
weak, damp or soft spots

Walls
W eak/loose/unconnected

holes or gaps
to outside

missing wall surface
at connection to floor/ceiling
weak, damp or soft spots
inadequate insulation

permits water from outside
Exterior walls not sealed

Shower area waterproofed
Basement

floods
inadequately seated

unstable basement walls
Stairways! rails

insecure, unsafe
dilapidated, failing

___Exterior porch/deck unstable
Paint

flaking or peeling
lead-based

Appliances (supplied with unit)

Appliances don’t all work
Stove
Refrigerator
Dishwasher
Clothes washer/dryer

Air conditioner

Garbage Disposal
Trash compactor

Common Areas
Entryway doesn’t work
Security gate doesn’t work
Swimming pool

doesn’t work
has stagnant/unhealthy water
slippery pool deck
No fence around pool
Missing safety devices
inadequately lit

Elevator

doesn’t work
works sporadically

does not function properly
Exterior lighting inadequate

walkways/hallways

stairwells

parking areas
outside of units
Entrance to building

Intercom system doesn’t work
Walkways have trip hazards
laundry room

machines don’t work
inadequately lit
filthy with debris and trash

Inadequate trash bins/pickup
Trash/debris/junk around grounds

Nuisances
Infestations

mice/ rats! rodents
cockroaches

ants

spiders
termites

bees/ wasps! hornets
flies/mosquitos

pigeons/bats

Rae coons/op p osu ins
Mold, mildew, mushrooms
Unsanitary water supply
raw sewage on exterior ground
Noxious fumes from sewer

Toxic/noxious fumes
smoke from neighbors in building
chemicals, paints, neighbors
Drug trafficking on the premises

Gang activity on the premises
Criminal acts by other tenants

Assault /molestation
violent crimes
prostitution in the building

Noise

construction in the building
other tenants in the building

noisy functioning of building
Blocking entry and exit

of vehicles

of pedestrian traffic

NOTES
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS 

RENT STABILIZATION COMMISSION 

December 1, 2021 

TO: Rent Stabilization Commission 

FROM: Helen Morales, Deputy Director, Rent Stabilization, DPA 

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE RENT STABILIZATION ORDINANCE 
(RSO) RE: BEVERLY HILLS HABITABILITY STANDARDS; PROACTIVE 
INSPECTIONS; AN ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD TO ADDRESS 
HABITABILITY VIOLATIONS AND ASSOCIATED RENT REDUCTIONS; 
AND TO RESTRICT RENT INCREASES (Cont’d) 

ATTACHMENT: A. California Civil Code §1941.1 
B. Health and Safety Code §17920.3 
C. RSO Annual Call and Complaint Summary Report 
D. Revenue & Costs Specialists, LLC Fee Study

INTRODUCTION 

Staff seeks recommendations from the Rent Stabilization Commission (Commission) to the City 

Council regarding possible amendments to the Rent Stabilization Ordinance (RSO) for both 

Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of the Beverly Hills Municipal Code (BHMC) regarding Beverly Hills 

habitability standards, proactive inspections, an administrative board to address habitability 

violations and associated rent reductions, and to restrict rent increases. 

BACKGROUND 

On November 3, 2021, staff presented a report on possible amendments to the RSO regarding 

proactive inspections; mediation/administrative board to address habitability violations and 

associated rent reductions; and to restrict rent increases for properties with habitability violations. 

The Commission discussed the habitability-related issues presented and requested additional 

information from staff. The Commission continued the matter to its next regular meeting. This staff 

report is in response to the Commission’s request for additional information.   

Habitability 

The Commission requested copies of the California Civil Code §1941.1 (Attachment A) and 
Health and Safety Code §17920.3 (Attachment B).  These state codes sections contain California 
state habitability standards. These standards currently are enforced by the City’s Code 
Enforcement Department and the City Prosecutor’s Office. 

The Commission requested information regarding Habitability cases. A summary of the RSO 
Annual Call and Complaint Report is included in Attachment C. The report reflects fiscal year 
annual data for all complaints and calls received by the RSO by category including habitability 
standards.  For the most recent fiscal year, from July 1, 2020 through June 2021, the RSO staff 
received 280 calls and processed 30 complaints regarding habitability.     
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The following table lists the status of the FY 20-21 habitability cases.  For FY 20-21 there were 
30 habitability cases. Of those cases, approximately 23% of the cases were closed with no 
violations and approximately 63% of the cases were resolved and/or permits obtained with a 
Means and Method Plan (MMP) submitted to address any impacts to the tenants from doing the 
required work. The balance of the cases involved tenants who either moved out of the unit or are 
participating in ongoing matters. (Some of the cases have been referred to the City’s mediator to 
resolve ongoing disputes between tenants and their landlords.)  

Rent Stabilization 
Habitability Cases FY 20-21 30 

Habitability case status FY2020-21 Percentage 

No Violations  7 23.3% 

Permits Obtained w MMP  7 23.3% 

Violation Resolved     12 40.0% 

Ongoing Cases  2 6.7% 

Tenant Moved Out  2 6.7% 

Total     30 100.0% 

In addition to habitability cases, the Rent Stabilization Division monitors means and method plans 
(MMP) for habitability impacts and mitigation requirements resulting from construction work 
performed on any properties subject to the RSO.  A MMP is required when the property is 
occupied by a tenant, the work requires a permit from the City, and the work exceeds one day. 
The Rent Stabilization Division has received 166 MMP cases for FY20-21(Attachment C).     

The property owner is required to complete the MMP and serve a notice to all tenants 10 days 
prior to the commencement of any work at the property. The MMP provides a detailed description 
of the work, the dates and times of when the work will be performed and lists all impacts and 
mitigation efforts relating to the tenants’ habitability during the construction. The MMP also 
contains contact information for tenant inquires, complaints, and requests for mitigation of 
nuisance conditions. If temporary relocation is required, the owner must submit a relocation plan 
and provide a copy to the tenant.   

MMP mitigation can include temporary relocation, reduction in rent as a result of reduction in 
services, as well as other measures the owner must take to mitigate the impact the construction 
has on the tenants.  The following is a chart that details some common types of mitigation 
measures.   
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Rent Stabilization 
FISCAL YEAR 

July 1 to June 30 

Means & Method 
FY2017-18 

FY2018-
19 

FY2019-
20 

FY2020-
21 

Total  n/a 
126 230 166 

Habitability Cases 
 n/a 

59 45 30 

Means & Method Mitigation FY2017-18 
FY2018-

19 
FY2019-

20 
FY2020-

21 

Temporary relocation  n/a 
26 7 4 

Rent reduction  n/a 
2 

 n/a 
3 

Per-diem payment of money  n/a 
1 

 n/a 
2 

Monetary compensation  n/a 
1 1 24 

Parking permits  n/a  n/a 
5 7 

Total  n/a 
30 13 40 

It is important to note that with the increase of MMPs from FY 2018-19 through FY 2020-21, 
habitability cases have reduced from 59 cases in FY 2018-19 to 30 cases in FY 2020-21. The 
decrease in habitability cases may be a result of the increase in MMPs and the noticing to tenants 
as well as the mitigation efforts made by owners.  

Proactive Inspection Process 

The Commission requested cost requirements that may be associated with a proactive inspection 

program. On December 18, 2018, staff presented an agenda report to the City Council that 

included a fee study that would increase the annual Rent Stabilization Program fee from $56.00 

to $197 per year per rental unit. The current Rent Stabilization Program fee per unit is $59.00 per 

year. This fee study included RSO administrative support as well as a code enforcement officer 

and administrative staff to be able to implement a proactive inspection process (Attachment D). 

At the direction of City Council, staff can seek an update on the fee study.  
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Administrative Board 

The Commission discussed an administrative hearing process to hear habitability appeal cases 
and make determinations on habitability issues and associated rent reductions to compensate 
the tenant for a loss of housing services.  A habitability appeal process could be established 
where, like in the COVID-19 appeal process, a tenant and/ or owner could bring a habitability 
appeal to the Commission, and the Commission could render a decision regarding the habitability 
of the unit and determine any associated rent reductions. The format that has already been 
established for the COVID-19 appeal process could be established for this process so that the 
Commission could hear and make determinations on habitability appeal cases.1 

The Commission may consider the following questions in determining what modifications to the 

RSO relating to habitability, if any, should be recommended to the City Council: 

• Whether to establish Beverly Hills habitability/maintenance standards that go beyond the

state standards, such as requiring units to be painted periodically;

• Whether to establish a proactive City inspection process in addition to the existing

complaint-based process;

• Whether to have the Commission act as an administrative hearing board to determine

habitability violations and associated rent reductions; and

• Whether to restrict the annual rent increase for properties with ongoing or unaddressed

habitability violations during the time when there is a failure to comply with

habitability/maintenance standards.

Next Steps 

Staff encourages the Commission to discuss what, if any, revisions should be recommended to 

the City Council to be made to the RSO to add Beverly Hills habitability/maintenance standards, 

proactive inspections, have the Commission serve as an administrative board to hear complaints 

concerning habitability violations and determine associated rent reductions, and to restrict rent 

increases for both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 of the RSO during the time when there is a failure to 

comply with habitability/maintenance standards. 

1 Some cities have hearing officers make the initial determination on a rent 

decrease application with appeals being heard by the applicable rent board. 
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CIVIL CODE - CIV 
DIVISION 3. OBLIGATIONS [1427 - 3273.16] 
  ( Heading of Division 3 amended by Stats. 1988, Ch. 160, Sec. 14. ) 

PART 4. OBLIGATIONS ARISING FROM PARTICULAR TRANSACTIONS [1738 - 
3273.16] 

  ( Part 4 enacted 1872. ) 

TITLE 5. HIRING [1925 - 1997.270] 
  ( Title 5 enacted 1872. ) 

CHAPTER 2. Hiring of Real Property [1940 - 1954.06] 
  ( Chapter 2 enacted 1872. ) 

1941.1.   

(a) A dwelling shall be deemed untenantable for purposes of Section 1941 if it 
substantially lacks any of the following affirmative standard characteristics or is a 

residential unit described in Section 17920.3 or 17920.10 of the Health and Safety 
Code: 

(1) Effective waterproofing and weather protection of roof and exterior walls, 
including unbroken windows and doors. 

(2) Plumbing or gas facilities that conformed to applicable law in effect at the time 

of installation, maintained in good working order. 

(3) A water supply approved under applicable law that is under the control of the 

tenant, capable of producing hot and cold running water, or a system that is under 
the control of the landlord, that produces hot and cold running water, furnished to 
appropriate fixtures, and connected to a sewage disposal system approved under 

applicable law. 

(4) Heating facilities that conformed with applicable law at the time of installation, 

maintained in good working order. 

(5) Electrical lighting, with wiring and electrical equipment that conformed with 
applicable law at the time of installation, maintained in good working order. 

(6) Building, grounds, and appurtenances at the time of the commencement of the 
lease or rental agreement, and all areas under control of the landlord, kept in every 

part clean, sanitary, and free from all accumulations of debris, filth, rubbish, 
garbage, rodents, and vermin. 

(7) An adequate number of appropriate receptacles for garbage and rubbish, in 

clean condition and good repair at the time of the commencement of the lease or 
rental agreement, with the landlord providing appropriate serviceable receptacles 

thereafter and being responsible for the clean condition and good repair of the 
receptacles under his or her control. 

(8) Floors, stairways, and railings maintained in good repair. 
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(9) A locking mail receptacle for each residential unit in a residential hotel, as 
required by Section 17958.3 of the Health and Safety Code. This subdivision shall 

become operative on July 1, 2008. 

(b) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted to prohibit a tenant or owner of 

rental properties from qualifying for a utility energy savings assistance program, or 
any other program assistance, for heating or hot water system repairs or 
replacement, or a combination of heating and hot water system repairs or 

replacements, that would achieve energy savings. 

(Amended by Stats. 2012, Ch. 600, Sec. 1. (AB 1124) Effective January 1, 2013.) 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE - HSC 
DIVISION 13. HOUSING [17000 - 19997] 
  ( Division 13 enacted by Stats. 1939, Ch. 60. ) 

PART 1.5. REGULATION OF BUILDINGS USED FOR HUMAN HABITATION [17910 - 
17998.3] 

  ( Part 1.5 added by Stats. 1961, Ch. 1844. ) 

CHAPTER 2. Rules and Regulations [17920 - 17928] 
  ( Chapter 2 added by Stats. 1961, Ch. 1844. ) 

17920.3.   

Any building or portion thereof including any dwelling unit, guestroom or suite of 
rooms, or the premises on which the same is located, in which there exists any of 

the following listed conditions to an extent that endangers the life, limb, health, 
property, safety, or welfare of the public or the occupants thereof shall be deemed 
and hereby is declared to be a substandard building: 

(a) Inadequate sanitation shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

(1) Lack of, or improper water closet, lavatory, or bathtub or shower in a dwelling 

unit. 

(2) Lack of, or improper water closets, lavatories, and bathtubs or showers per 
number of guests in a hotel. 

(3) Lack of, or improper kitchen sink. 

(4) Lack of hot and cold running water to plumbing fixtures in a hotel. 

(5) Lack of hot and cold running water to plumbing fixtures in a dwelling unit. 

(6) Lack of adequate heating. 

(7) Lack of, or improper operation of required ventilating equipment. 

(8) Lack of minimum amounts of natural light and ventilation required by this code. 

(9) Room and space dimensions less than required by this code. 

(10) Lack of required electrical lighting. 

(11) Dampness of habitable rooms. 

(12) Infestation of insects, vermin, or rodents as determined by a health officer or, 

if an agreement does not exist with an agency that has a health officer, the 
infestation can be determined by a code enforcement officer, as defined in Section 

829.5 of the Penal Code, upon successful completion of a course of study in the 
appropriate subject matter as determined by the local jurisdiction. 

(13) Visible mold growth, as determined by a health officer or a code enforcement 

officer, as defined in Section 829.5 of the Penal Code, excluding the presence of 
mold that is minor and found on surfaces that can accumulate moisture as part of 

their properly functioning and intended use. 
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(14) General dilapidation or improper maintenance. 

(15) Lack of connection to required sewage disposal system. 

(16) Lack of adequate garbage and rubbish storage and removal facilities, as 
determined by a health officer or, if an agreement does not exist with an agency 

that has a health officer, the lack of adequate garbage and rubbish removal 
facilities can be determined by a code enforcement officer as defined in Section 
829.5 of the Penal Code. 

(b) Structural hazards shall include, but not be limited to, the following: 

(1) Deteriorated or inadequate foundations. 

(2) Defective or deteriorated flooring or floor supports. 

(3) Flooring or floor supports of insufficient size to carry imposed loads with safety. 

(4) Members of walls, partitions, or other vertical supports that split, lean, list, or 

buckle due to defective material or deterioration. 

(5) Members of walls, partitions, or other vertical supports that are of insufficient 

size to carry imposed loads with safety. 

(6) Members of ceilings, roofs, ceiling and roof supports, or other horizontal 
members which sag, split, or buckle due to defective material or deterioration. 

(7) Members of ceilings, roofs, ceiling and roof supports, or other horizontal 
members that are of insufficient size to carry imposed loads with safety. 

(8) Fireplaces or chimneys which list, bulge, or settle due to defective material or 
deterioration. 

(9) Fireplaces or chimneys which are of insufficient size or strength to carry 
imposed loads with safety. 

(c) Any nuisance. 

(d) All wiring, except that which conformed with all applicable laws in effect at the 
time of installation if it is currently in good and safe condition and working properly. 

(e) All plumbing, except plumbing that conformed with all applicable laws in effect 
at the time of installation and has been maintained in good condition, or that may 
not have conformed with all applicable laws in effect at the time of installation but 

is currently in good and safe condition and working properly, and that is free of 
cross connections and siphonage between fixtures. 

(f) All mechanical equipment, including vents, except equipment that conformed 
with all applicable laws in effect at the time of installation and that has been 
maintained in good and safe condition, or that may not have conformed with all 

applicable laws in effect at the time of installation but is currently in good and safe 
condition and working properly. 

(g) Faulty weather protection, which shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following: 

(1) Deteriorated, crumbling, or loose plaster. 
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(2) Deteriorated or ineffective waterproofing of exterior walls, roofs, foundations, or 
floors, including broken windows or doors. 

(3) Defective or lack of weather protection for exterior wall coverings, including lack 
of paint, or weathering due to lack of paint or other approved protective covering. 

(4) Broken, rotted, split, or buckled exterior wall coverings or roof coverings. 

(h) Any building or portion thereof, device, apparatus, equipment, combustible 
waste, or vegetation that, in the opinion of the chief of the fire department or his 

deputy, is in such a condition as to cause a fire or explosion or provide a ready fuel 
to augment the spread and intensity of fire or explosion arising from any cause. 

(i) All materials of construction, except those that are specifically allowed or 
approved by this code, and that have been adequately maintained in good and safe 
condition. 

(j) Those premises on which an accumulation of weeds, vegetation, junk, dead 
organic matter, debris, garbage, offal, rodent harborages, stagnant water, 

combustible materials, and similar materials or conditions constitute fire, health, or 
safety hazards. 

(k) Any building or portion thereof that is determined to be an unsafe building due 

to inadequate maintenance, in accordance with the latest edition of the Uniform 
Building Code. 

(l) All buildings or portions thereof not provided with adequate exit facilities as 
required by this code, except those buildings or portions thereof whose exit 

facilities conformed with all applicable laws at the time of their construction and 
that have been adequately maintained and increased in relation to any increase in 
occupant load, alteration or addition, or any change in occupancy. 

When an unsafe condition exists through lack of, or improper location of, exits, 
additional exits may be required to be installed. 

(m) All buildings or portions thereof that are not provided with the fire-resistive 
construction or fire-extinguishing systems or equipment required by this code, 
except those buildings or portions thereof that conformed with all applicable laws at 

the time of their construction and whose fire-resistive integrity and fire-
extinguishing systems or equipment have been adequately maintained and 

improved in relation to any increase in occupant load, alteration or addition, or any 
change in occupancy. 

(n) All buildings or portions thereof occupied for living, sleeping, cooking, or dining 

purposes that were not designed or intended to be used for those occupancies. 

(o) Inadequate structural resistance to horizontal forces. 

“Substandard building” includes a building not in compliance with Section 13143.2. 

However, a condition that would require displacement of sound walls or ceilings to 
meet height, length, or width requirements for ceilings, rooms, and dwelling units 

shall not by itself be considered sufficient existence of dangerous conditions making 
a building a substandard building, unless the building was constructed, altered, or 
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converted in violation of those requirements in effect at the time of construction, 
alteration, or conversion. 

(Amended by Stats. 2015, Ch. 720, Sec. 3. (SB 655) Effective January 1, 2016.) 
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ATTACHMENT C

RSO Annual Call and Complaint Summary Report
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Report Month and Year: July, 2021

Data from June, 2021

Rent Stabilization
FISCAL YEAR-TO-DATE

July to June
Calls Received FY2017-18 FY2018-19 FY2019-20 FY2020-21

 Evictions 374               422            243            95              
 General Complaints 101               104            120            241            
 General Inquiries 936               1,211         1,016         848            
 Habitability Standards 51                 686            607            280            
 Leases 75                 72              35              20              
 Mediation 13                 21              10              9                
 Referral to Code Enforcement 178               81              73              45              
 Registration 2,276            1,686         906            729            
 Registration Amendments 168               229            91              66              
 Rent Increases 450               770            484            160            

COVID-19 - General n/a n/a 278            462            
COVID-19 - Eviction n/a n/a 501            2,057         
COVID-19 - No Entry n/a n/a 15              10              
Means & Method n/a n/a 214            199            
COVID-19 - RS n/a n/a n/a n/a

Total 4,622         5,282      4,593      5,221      

 COMPLAINTS OPENED FY2017-18 FY2018-19 FY2019-20 FY2020-21
 Rent Increase n/a 44              13              11              
 Habitability Standards n/a 59              45              30              
 No Cause Evictions n/a 44              3                1                
 Relocation Fees n/a 6                1                -             
 Registration n/a 14              8                23              
 Just Cause Evictions n/a 27              10              1                
 Leases n/a 5                6                2                
 Reduction in Services n/a 35              29              12              

        Means and Method Plan n/a 126            230            166            
 Major Remodeling n/a 1                -             -             

      Mediation n/a 3                1                -             
        COVID Related Rent Increase n/a -             7                4                
        COVID Related Eviction n/a -             138            90              
        COVID Related 3-Day Notice n/a -             1                3                
        COVID Related Appeal n/a -             2                3                

COVID Commercial Lease Negotiatio n/a -             -             463            
COVID Rent Subsidy n/a -             -             517            

Total n/a 364            494            1,326         
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Revenue & Costs Specialists, LLC Fee Study
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Revenue & Cost Specialists (RCS) is providing the City of Beverly Hills with a
comprehensive study identifying the appropriate fees to recover all costs associated with
the Rent Stabilization Program.

In summary, RCS recommends establishing an annual $197 per dwelling unit rent
stabilization fee to recover the $1,519,490 of estimated expenses. The suggested $197 fee
will generate $1,516,900 per year from the 7,700 dwelling units identified by the City.

The City’s Rent Stabilization Program (RSP] requires seven (7) city employees to properly
operate and manage the following services:

• Annual Registration
• Appeals
• Hearings
• Amendments
• Complaints
• Code Enforcement (• Proactive Inspections
• Rent Commission Administration
• General Service
• Program Administration

RCS wants to thank Helen Morales, Deputy Director - Rent Stabilization, and her team
within the Community Development Department, for providing the crucial information
needed to complete this study.

CALCULATING COSTS GENERALLY DEFINED

The basic costs of operating any business are direct labor and empLoyee benefits, direct
materials, allied indirect costs, overhead costs, and fixed asset or “depreciation” charges.

Determination of Costs, After the passage of Proposition 13, the California Taxpayers
Association, the California Chamber of Commerce, the National Tax Limitation Committee
and the California Association of Realtors put Proposition 4 before the voters. It was
adopted by 74.3% of the voters of California on November 6, 1979, and became effective on
July 1, 1980, retroactive to Fiscal Year 1978-79.

This proposition, which became Article X1II8 of the State Constitution, addressed all city
revenues and established a limit on the growth of tax revenues. Also, because of

Tnternet www.revenuecost.com

1519 E. Chapman Avenue • Suite C • Fullerton, CA 92831

Servinq LOCII Governments S(nce 1975

Voice 714.992.9020
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City of Beverly Hills — Rent Stabilization Program Cost Study

Proposition 4, fee services cannot exceed the “costs reasonably borne” by the City in
providing the service. If the fee exceeds the cost, the excess fee is defined to be a special tax,
which Proposition 13 requires be approved by two-thirds of the voters.

As Article XIIIB was written by the above business groups, it is not surprising that they
recommended a business-oriented approach to the costs of governmental services. For
example:

The phrase costs reasonably borne by such entity in providing the regulation,
product, or service is intended to incorporate all appropriations by an entity
for reasonable costs appropriate for the continuation of the service over
time. This includes ongoing expenses such as operation costs and a
reasonable allocation for overhead and administration, but it also includes
reasonable allocation for start-up costs and future capacity. Thus, reasonable
allocations for capital replacement, expansion of services, and repayment of
related bond issuances would be considered “costs reasonably borne.”

Principle Involved. A basic principle involved in this Report is the recognition of those full
business costs as they are as defined by the authors of the Constitutional amendment, NOT
just those costs which 1) the City might recognize and decide to budget; or 2) which it
might decide to use in some other cost analysis methodology; or 3) that other jurisdictions
not so complying might use; or 4) that some accounting or other consulting firm might
decide it should use, based on some external, non-California legal requirements.

These cost elements have been determined in a businesslike manner per basic business
principles, and applied to each and every fee-financed or fee-financeable service provided
by the City, modified only slightly to accommodate the published intent and definitions of
the authors of Article XIIIB. Thus a logical, Legal, and Constitutionally-mandated cost-
consciousness can now be applied to City operations.

Government Code Section §50076, provisions relating to voter-approved special taxes,
does not apply to this study, as the fees from the Rent Stabilization Program shall not
exceed the reasonable cost of providing the service. Proposition 26 is often misunderstood,
and also does not apply to this study. Proposition 26 states that fees imposed must be used
to serve the general purpose of that fee. Under Proposition 26, the City may not use Rent
Stabilization Program fees to fund library programs.

RENT STABILIZATiON PROGRAM SERVICES

The first step was to identify the services needed to operate the City’s Rent Stabilization
Program. Researching similar programs from other municipalities, discussing current
staffs prior experience with rent stabilization, reviewing Beverly Hill’s municipal code

1 A Summary of Proposed Implementing Legislation and Drafters Intent with Regard to Article XIIIB of the California
Constitution (Proposition 4, November 6, 1979); Spirit of 13, Inc.; 1980; California Chamber of Commerce, page 6.

Page 3 of5l
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City of Beverly Hills — Rent Stabilization Program Cost Study

chapters 5 and 6 related to rent stabilization, and reviewing the City’s current program
operations within the past year, we identified twelve services serving the property owners,
renters, and general public:

1. Annual Registration - Processing of registration for dwelling units in the city
designed for rental use or actually rented at any time on or after May 31, 1978.

2. Request for Certification Reprint - Request by landlord or tenant for a reprint of a
City certified rental rate of a dwelling unit.

3. Appeals - Responding to appeals, include inquiries, calling the counter party (tenant
if it’s a housing provider, housing provider if it’s a tenant) to verify the appeal
amount, collecting supporting documentation, and drafting letters of determination.

4. Hearings - Processing of hearings for appeals to rent amounts. This includes
collecting supporting documentation, coordinating with the hearing officer for
scheduling, writing letters of determination, and processing the hearing through the
online system.

5. Amendments - Housing providers submit amendments to the registration for
change in unit occupancy, changes in ownership, change in management changes,
and other updates. Staff handles intakes and verifies accuracy of information
submitted.

t
6. Complaints/Rent Stabilization Ordinance Enforcement - for a complaint falling

within the scope of Rent Stabilization, staff opens a case. Staff records initial
comments, details, and follow up notes, collects supporting documentation, and
drafts letters of findings and determination.

7. General Inquiries - Inquiries that are not necessarily complaints, related to appeals,
or require the opening a case. General inquiries are most often about the code
governing rent stabilization and basic provisions such as allowable Tent increases.

8. Code Enforcement, Referrals - Staff accepts calls, in person visits, or emails from
housing providers and tenants. If there is a code violation that falls outside of the
scope of rent stabiLization, staff coordinates and refers the matter to Code
Enforcement.

9. Code Enforcement, Habitability - Habitability inquiries are referred to Code
Enforcement, and depending on specific factors, such as the severity of the violation,
staff may follow up in addition to any action by Code Enforcement.

10. Code Enforcement. Registration - When a housing provider fails to register a rental
property by the deadline, they may ultimately be referred to Code Enforcement for
payment of fines.

Page 4 of 51
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City of Beverly Hills — Rent Stabilization Program Cost Study

11. Rent Commission Administration — Administration of Rent Commission, including
case review.

12. Proactive Inspection — Conduct, enforce and reporting of proactive inspections for
habitability.

DEMAND AND TIME ALLOCATION FOR SERVICES

The next step is to identify the typical amount of time it takes to provide these city services,
and how often it would occur. This step assumes the RSP will utilize city personnel to
provide the services, and all these positions were previously discussed by City staff and
elected officials. Based on discussions about work flow and data collected within the Last
six months, we came up with the following time allocation estimates, identifying
transaction by minutes taken to perform. Some services, such as annual registration, we
identified the total hours and divided it by the number of transactions per year.

Table 1: Minutes ner Transaction

Annual Registration 8 - 4 - - 7,700
Certification Reprint - - 60 - - 3
Appeals (Inquiries) 15 - - - 200
Appeals (Processed) - 15 - 45 - 98
Hearings - - - 900 - - 3
Amendments 51 j 26 25 - 25 198
Complaints/RSO Enforcement

90 10 30 - - 744(Inquiries)
Complaints/RSO Enforcement

15 - - - 186(Escalation)
General Cnquiries 10 - 2 - - 4,800
Code Enforcement - Referral 20 - - - - 200
Code Enforcement - Habitability 15 - - - - 200
CodeEnforcement-Registration 21 - - 47 - 98
RentCommissionAdministration - 180 180 - 180 77
Rent Commission Administration - -

- 120 - 12
— Habitability

Proactive Inspections — Noticing
- 6 - 2 - 1,925Priortolnsp

-

Proactive Inspections — No Issues - - - 47 - 1,925
Proactive Inspections — Escalation 60 - 120 19

Multiplying the minutes per transaction with the number of transactions, we come up with
Table 2: Hours per Position/Service below, presenting the hours required for each service.

Page 5of51
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City of Beverly Hills — Rent Stabilization Program Cost Study

For instance, Table 1 above projected each hearing requiring 900 minutes (15 hours), with
approximately three per year. Therefore, Table 2 below shows it would take 45 hours of a
Management Analyst within the year. We also add Administration as a service, to cover
overhead functions that is provided by the positions within RSP. These include budgeting,
policy development and staff report, legal review, technology projects, program analysis,
and general support.

The available work hours by position is calculated based on current labor contracts, and it’s
the City’s desire to work with full-time positions, and not part-time. Therefore, we must
identify and distribute enough work to equal 100% of a full-time position. We thoroughly
reviewed and discussed the time details in Tables 1 and 2 to make sure the work efforts in
both tables are reasonable.

Table 2: Hours per Position/Service

Hours per Year CSR Secy
Mgt Code Deputy Total

- Analyst Enf Dir Hours
Administration - 1,029 1,740 - 1,305 4,074
Annual Registration 1,024 - 480 - 1,504
Certification Reprint - - 3 - 3
Appeals (Inquiries) 50 - - - - 50
Appeals (Processed) 25 - 74 - - 98
Hearings

- - 45 - - 45
Amendments 169 85 81 - 81 415 (Complaints!RSO Enforcement

1,116 126 372 - - 1,614(Inquiries)
Complaints/RSO Enforcement

47 - 47 - - 93Escalation)
General Enquiries 798 - 162 - 960
Code Enforcement - Referral 68 - - - - 68
Code Enforcement - Habitability 51 - - - - 51
Code Enforcement - Registration 34 - - 78 - 111
RentCommissionAdministration - 231 231 231 693
Rent Commission Administration - -

- 24 - 24
— Habitability

Proactive Inspections — Noticing
- 200 - 50 250Prior to Insp

Proactive Inspections— No Issues - - - - 1,500 1,500
Proactive Inspections — Escalation 19 - 39 58

AVAIABLE WORK HOURS(’) 3,380 1,690 3,234 1,690 1,617 11,611
(U Available Work Hours calculated based on current City MOU’s.

It is also reasonable to assume there is elasticity in-the allocation of time needed to provide
a service. Minor variances in the time to provide a service, or number of occurrences, does
not mandate adding or removing staff.

Page 6 of 51
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City of Beverly Hills — Rent Stabilization Program Cost Study

RENT STABILIZATION PROGRAM COSTS

The following costs, identified above as part of “costs reasonably borne” by the Authors of
Proposition 4, make up the cost detail found on the right-hand page in Appendix B for each
service center.

Salaries and Wages

City government is in fact a service industry, and therefore, it is natural for salaries to make
up the largest single element of cost for most services. In order to allocate the salaries,
lengthy interviews were held, documents sought and researched, and reports and
accounting records examined by RCS. The result was, in most cases, a percentage or hours
distribution of individual empLoyee personal services costs.

One hundred percent of the time of all City employees was distributed. [n other words,
everyone had to be somepLace, all of their time. No judgments were made about what
personnel should or might be doing. Their time was distributed to those services where
time was expended.

Employee Fringe Benefits

The City finances numerous benefits for its employees, thereby incurring measurable costs
for these items, including:

• Medicare Insurance
• PERS Retirement
• 1959 Survivor Retirement
• Group Health Insurance
• Life Insurance
• Other Post-Employment Benefits
• 457 Deferred Compensation
• Social Security
• State Unemployment Insurance
• Workers Compensation Insurance

All of these costs are current operating expenses, and the amounts were isoLated. Costs
were determined and reduced to a percentage of salary for each of the positions. The Rent
Stabilization Program identified seven positions needed.

Page 7 of 51
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Table 3: Salary & Benefits

Deputy Director of Rent Stabilization

Management Analyst

Customer Service Representative 2 $119,756 $86,211 $205,967

Secretary 1 $61,266 $43,440 $104,706

Code Enforcement Officer 1 $79,362 $47,808 $127,170

Total full-Time Positions 7
- $606,879 $366,849 $973728

Maintenance and Operation Costs

All maintenance and operation costs, including non-personnel expenses such as
professional services, insurance, operating supplies etc., were derived from the FY 2018-19
Council-approved budget. Discussions with staff confirmed the removal of any one-time
costs.

For fY 2018-19, the Rent Stabilization Program identified $203,230 in maintenance and
operation costs, as presented below:

Table 4: Maintenance & Operating Expenses
pckrn13 iS

Office Supplies 8,000
Books & Publications 1,000
Advertising 49,101
Membership & Dues 1,000
Postage 70,000
Printing & Binding 3,000
Ongoing Contractual Services 65,129
Travel 1,000
Training 2,000

ypresentation 3,000
Total $203,230

Full Cost Distribution. The purpose of deriving overhead costs to apportion these amounts
to direct service program costs. By adopting this method the City will be aware of its true
costs and be able to emulate business methods. Article XIIIB’s (Proposition 4 of 1979)
authors intended this, defining as part of “costs reasonably borne” a calculated “reasonable
allocation for overhead and administration.”

1 175,539 85,129 260,668

2 $170,956 $104,261 $275,217

Page 8of51
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General City Overhead, These services primarily set policy and support other departments
without providing a deliverable service to the public. Where they do perform an end-user
service, such costs have not been allocated to other departments. General admtnistration
costs for the Rent Stabilization Program include the following functions:

For FY 20 18-19 Budget, the Community Development Department was calculated to have a
34.8% general city overhead rate. The Rent Stabilization Program’s general city overhead is
apprxomitaley $278,530.

Departmental Overhead. Costs in this category involve intra-departmental support
functions, outside the above listed general City overhead functions, and involve the
allocation of staff time within and among departmental functions. These services also do
not provide end-user deliverables to the public, but instead provide vital administrative
support within specific departments.

Program Cost by Category

For fY 2018-19 Budget, the Rent Stabilization Program is responsible for 8.9%, or
approximately $63,930 of the Community Development Department’s administration
overhead.

• Facilities/Vehicles
• Information Technology
• Printing/Graphics
• Liability
• Policy/Admin/Legal

Dept. Over head

Ben efts
24%

Operang
Expenses

I )QI
1 ) /0City Overhead

18%

p
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TOTAL RENT STABILIZATION PROGRAM EXPENSES

Combined, the full cost for the Rent Stabilization Program is $1.65 million per year.

TableS: Total Cost

Projected Expenses Fl’ 18-19

Salary 606,880

fringe Benefits 366,850

Maintenance & Operations 203,230

Citywide Overhead 278,530

Department Overhead 63,930

Total $1,519,420

The next step is to calculate the cost of each service provided, and we do this by first
calculating the fully allocated hourly rate for each employee.

fully Allocated Hourly Rates

True staff cost is more than the hourly wages or monthly saLaries paid to the employee. The
fully allocated hourly rate calculates the total cost above the actual salary or hourly rate,
adding taxes, benefits, supplies, general overhead, department overhead and program
administration. The fully allocated hourly rate to helps the City identify a program’s true
costs and cost effectiveness, and make decisions about managing workforce and budget.

RENT STABILIZATION PROGRAM COSTS - BY SERVICE PROVIDED

After we identified the Fully Allocated Hourly Rate for all Rent Stabilization Program staff,
we calculate the service costs. The cost of citywide overhead, department overhead, and
program administration is within the fully allocated hourly rate, and does not show as a
program cost or service cost.

Page 10 of 51
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Table 6: Rent Stabilization

Annual Registration

Certification Reprint

Appeals (Inquiries)
H-

Appeals (Processed]

Hearings

Amendments

General Inquiries

Code Enforcement - Referral

Code Enforcement - Habitability

Code Enforcement - Registration

Rent Commission Administration

Proactive Inspections

am Costs - Service Provided

$ 281,050

710

8,150

21,450

10,680

99,140

291,320

18,620

168,480

11,020

8,270

21,920

207,840

370,840

Total Program Cost

OPTIONAL: SPECIAL QUALIFIED SUBSET PROGRAM

$ 1,519,490

As an option, the City is considering the administration and operations of a Special
QuaLified Subset Program, which subsidizes rent charges for tow-income qualified units.
Staff roughly estimated 400 units would qualify for the program. It would take City staff
approximately 4 hours for each qualified applicant, for tasks such as intake, review and
approval, fund disbursement, fund reconciliation, reporting and landlord/tenant
communications. This program would need one full-time Management Analyst.

___________________

Special Qualified Subset Program Salary Benefits Total

Management Analyst 1 $85,478 $52,130 $137,608

The fee for this program must be charged on the 400 applicants/qualified units, and not the
full 7,700 units identified by the City. Allocating the $137,600 cost among the 400 units is
$344 per unit.

—

RSP Services Allocated Cost

Complaints/RSO Enforcement (Inquiries)

Complaints/RSO Enforcement (Escalation)

Table 7: nal lifled Subset Cost

Page 11 o151
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FEE RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the comprehensive analysis of the Rent Stabilization Program, it is recommended
that the Beverly Hills City Council adopt an annual Rent Stabilization Fee of $197, per
dwelling unit. Collected for the 7,700 dwelling units identified by the City, annual revenue
will be $1,516,900.

The Study shows that the service times involved are reasonable. With the amount of
activity projected, staffing the Rent Stabilization Program with six full-time employees is
appropriate for Beverly Hills’ standards for customer service and program effectiveness. A
comparison of other municipal rent stabilization program is attached as Appendix E — RSP
Comparison. Beverly Hills operate the smallest program, based on budget and number of
rental units, and the recommended fee is within the survey range of $50-$250 per rental
unit.

The recommended fee is the maximum amount that may be charged, and the City Council
may set policy to subsidize the program’s costs by using General Funds or other sources of
discretionary funds.

Chapters 5 and 6 of the Beverly Hills Municipal Code thoroughly explains the purpose and
application of this fee. Fee collection effectiveness and cost recovery of fee collection was
not discussed in this study. It is assumed that the Rent Stabilization Program will
coordinate efforts with the Management Services Department to efficiently collect and (
account for payments, and there will be 100% collection rate.

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

The following appendices help the reader better understand and analyze the Rent
Stabilization Program calculated costs.

Appendix A - Detailed Worksheets The substance of RCS’s work effort on this
project is primarily comprised of two different worksheets shown in the detail of
this report [see Appendix A). The first, “Revenue and Cost Summary Worksheet” is
on the left hand side. These worksheets include a description of the service, the
current fee structure, the recommended recovery rate, and other pertinent
information. Also included are the revenue and cost comparisons and suggestions
for fee modifications.

Presented on the facing page, titled “Cost Detail Worksheet”, is the worksheet
detailing the costs involved with each service. This page identifies those employees
providing the service, the time spent, and their related costs.

Page 12 of 51
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• Appendix B — Position Details

• Appendix C — Time Details by Position

• Appendix D — Fully Allocated Hourly Rates by Position

• Appendix E — RSP Comparison

Page 13 of 51
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

ANNUAL REGISTRATION S-001

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERViCE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION UNIT LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRIPJ1ON OF SERVICE

Processing of registration for dwelling units in the city designed for rental use or actually rented at any time on or
after May 31, 1978.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $198.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $1,524,600

UNITCOST: $36.50 TOTALCOST: $281,090

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $161.50 TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $1,243,550

TOTAL UNITS: 7,700 PCI. COST RECOVERY: 542.47%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

$198 per unit

December 6, 2018
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET
201 8-1 9

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

ANNUAL REGISTRATION 5-001

NOTE TOTAL UNITS
Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units ZZO0

DEPARTMENT POSITION TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COSJ

RENT STAB PROG CUSTOMER SVS REP 80% Of 2 Fte x 4 Mo 0.13 $21.69 7700 $167013

RENT STAB PROG MANAGEMENT ANALYST 75% Of 1 Fte x 4 Mc 0.06 514.81 7700 $114037

TYPE SUBTOTAL 0.20 $36.50 $281,050

TOTALS 0.20 $36.50 $281,050

15of51
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET
2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.
REQ CERTIFICATION REPRINT S-002

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERViCE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION CERTIFICATE LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRIPTiON OF SERVICE

Request by landlord or tenant for a reprint of a City certified rental rate of a dwelling unit.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $237.33 TOTAL COST: $712

UNIT PROFIT (SUBS1DY): sf237.33) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(712)

TOTAL UNITS: 3 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

December 6, 2018
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET
2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

REQ CERTIFICATION REPRINT S-002

NOTE TOTAL UNITS

Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units 3

DEPARTMENT POSITION TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COS

RENT STAB PROG MANAGEMENT ANALYST 1.00 $237.42 3 $712

TYPE SUBTOTAL 1.00 $237.42 $712

TOTALS 1.00 $237.33 $712

17 of 51
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET (

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.
APPEALS S-003

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION REQUEST LANDLORD

DESCRIPTiON OF SERViCE

Responding to appeals, include inquiries, calling the counter party (tenant if its a housing provider, housing
provider if it’s a tenant) to verify the appeal amount, collecting supporting documentation, and drafting letters of
determination.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

t

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $99.32 TOTAL COST: $29,597

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): sf99.32) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(29,597)

TOTAL UNITS: 298 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

December 6 2018
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET

2018-19

SERViCE REFERENCE NO.

APPEALS S-003

NOTE TOTAL UNITS
Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units 298

DEPARTMENT POSITION TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COSJ

RENT STAB PROG CUSTOMER SVS REP Inquiries 0.25 $40.76 200 $8152

TYPE SUBTOTAL 0.25 $40.76 $8152

RENT STAB FROG CUSTOMER SVS REP Processed 0.25 $40.76 98 $3,994

RENT STAB FROG MANAGEMENT ANALYST Processed 0.75 $176.07 98 $17 451

TYPE SUBTOTAL 1.00 $218.83 $21445

TOTALS 1.25 $99.32 $29,597
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET (

2078-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.
HEARINGS S-004

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION HEARING LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRIPTiON OF SERVICE

Processing of hearings for appeals to rent amounts. This includes Collecting supporting documentation,
coordinating with the hearing judge for scheduling writing letters of determination, and processing the hearing
through the online system.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

t

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $3,561.33 TOTAL COST: $10,684

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): sf3,561.33) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $f 1 0,684)

TOTAL UNITS: 3 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

December 6 2018
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET
2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

HEARINGS S-004
NOTE TOTAL UNITS

Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units 3

DEPARTMENT POSITiON TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COSJ

RENT STAB PROG MANAGEMENT ANALYST 15 Hts Ea 15.00 $3561.30 3 $10,684

TYPE SUBTOTAL 15.00 $3,561.30 $10,684

TOTALS 15.00 $3,561.33 $10,684

21 of 51
December 6. 2018
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET

2018-19

December 6, 2018

t

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

AMENDMENTS S-005

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION AMENDMENT LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Housing providers submit amendments to the registration for change in unit occupancy, changes in ownership,
change in management changes, and other updates. Staff handles intakes and verifies accuracy of information
submitted.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $500.70 TOTAL COST: $99,139

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(500.70) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(99,1 39)

TOTAL UNITS: 198 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

22 of 51
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET
2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

AMENDMENTS S-005
NOTE TOTAL UNITS

Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units 198

DEPARTMENT POSITiON TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COS1

RENT STAB PROC CUSTOMER SVS REP 5% 012 Fte 0.85 5139.16 198 527,554

RENT STAB PROG DEP DIR RENT STABILIZATIO 5% 01 1 Fte 0.41 5193.57 198 $38,327

RENT STAB PROC MANAGEMENT ANALYST 5% Of 1 Fte 0.41 $96.95 198 $19,196

RENT STAB PROG SECRETARY 5% Of 1 Fte 0.43 $71.02 198 $14,062

TYPE SUBTOTAL 2.10 $500.70 $99,139

TOTALS 2.10 $500.70 $99,139

23 Ot 51
December 6 2018
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.
COMPLAINTSIRSO ENFORCEMENT S-006

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION CASE LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRIPTiON OF SERVICE

For a complaint which falls within the scope of Rent Stabilization, staff opens a case. Staff records initial
comments, details, and follow up notes, collects supporting documentation, and drafts letters of findings and
determination.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $333.27 TOTAL COST: $309,943

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSiDY): $(333.27) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(309,943)

TOTAL UNITS: 930 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

December 6, 2018

t
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET

2018-f 9

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

COMPLAINTSIRSO ENFORCEMENT 5-006

NOTE TOTAL UNITS
Unit Costs are an Average of Totat Units 930

DEPARTMENT POSITiON TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COSi

RENT STAB FROG CUSTOMER SVS REP Inquiry-l5hrs/Ea 1.50 $244.56 744 $161,953

RENT STAR PROG MANAGEMENT ANALYST lnquiry-3omin/Ea 0.50 5118.71 744 $88,320

RENT STAR PROG SECRETARY Inquiry-lflmin/Ea 0.17 $2829 744 521,048

TYPE SUBTOTAL 2.17 $391.56 $29f,321

RENT STAB PROG CUSTOMER SVS REP Escalation-i 5min/Ea 0.25 $40.76 186 $7,581

RENT STAB FROG MANAGEMENT ANALYST Escalation-i 5min/Ea 0.25 $59.36 186 $11041

TYPE SUBTOTAL 0.50 $100.12 $18,622

TOTALS 2.67 $333.27 $309,943

25 ot 51
December 6. 2018
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET (Th

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.
GENERAL INQUIRIES S-007

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION INQUIRY LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRIPTiON OF SERVICE

Inquiries that ate not necessarily complaints, related to appeals, or require the opening a case. General inquiries
are most often about the code governing rent stabilization and basic provisions such as allowable rent increases.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

(

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $35.10 TOTAL COST: $168,480

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $f35.10) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(168,480)

TOTAL UNITS: 4,800 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

December 6, 2018
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HiLLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

GENERAL INQUIRIES S-007

NOTE TOTAL UNITS
Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units 4,800

DEPARTMENT POSITION TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COS7

RENT STAB PROC CUSTOMER SVS REP Remarnder Of 2 Fte 0.17 $27.10 4,800 $130080

RENT STAB PROC MANAGEMENT ANALYST 10% Of 1 Fte 0.03 $8.00 4,800 $38,400

TYPE SUBTOTAL 0.20 $35.10 $168,480

TOTALS 0.20 $35.10 $168,680

27 of 51
December 6 2018
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

CODE ENF - REFERRAL 5-008

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION CASE LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRtPTION OF SERVICE

Staff accepts calls, in person visits, or emails from housing providers and tenants. If there is a Code violation that
falls outside of the scope of rent stabilization, staff coordinates and refers the mailer to Code Enforcement.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNITCOST: $55.11 TOTALCOST: $11,022

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): sf55.11) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(11,022)

TOTAL UNITS: 200 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

December 6, 2018
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAiL WORKSHEET

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

CODE ENF - REFERRAL 5-008

NOTE
— TOTAL UNITS

Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units 200

DEPARTMENT POSITiON TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COS

RENT STAB PROG CUSTOMER SVS REP 2% Of 2 Fte 0.34 $55.11 200 $11022

TYPE SUBTOTAL 0.34 $55.11 $11,022

TOTALS 0.34 $55.11 $11,022

29 of 51
December 6, 2018
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET (

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.
CODE ENF - HABITABILITY 5-009

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION CASE LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Habitability inquiries are referred to Code Enforcement, and depending on specific factors, such as the severity of
the violation, staff may follow up in addition to any action by Code Enforcement.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

t..

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $41.33 TOTAL COST: $8,266

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(41.33) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(8,266)

TOTAL UNITS: 200 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

December 6 2018
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET
2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

CODE ENF - HABITABILITY 5-009
NOTE TOTAL UNITS

Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units 200

DEPARTMENT POSITION TYPE UNtT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COS1

RENT STAB PROG CUSTOMER SVS REP 1.5% of 2 Fte 0.25 $41.33 200 $8,266

TYPE SUBTOTAL 0.25 $41.33 $6,266

TOTALS 0.25 $41.33 $6,266

31 of 51
December 6 2018
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Appendix A

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET

2018-19

December 6, 2018

t

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

CODE ENF - REGISTRATION S-010

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

RENT STABILIZATION CASE LANDLORD/TENNANT

DESCRIPTiON OF SERVICE

When a housing provider fails to register a rental property by the deadline, they may ultimately be referred to
Code Enforcement for payment of fines.

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $223.70 TOTAL COST: $21,923

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(223.70) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(21,923)

TOTAL UNITS: 98 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET

201 8-1 9

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

CODE ENF - REGISTRATION S-O10

NOTE TOTAL UNITS
Unft Costs ate an Average of Total Units 98

DEPARTMENT POSITION TYPE UNIT TIME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COS1

RENT STAB PROG CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER Remainder 0,80 $167.47 98 $16,412

RENT STAB FROG CUSTOMER SVS REP 1% Of 2 Fte 0.34 $56.23 98 $5,511

TYPE SUBTOTAL 1.14 $223.70 $21 P923

TOTALS 1.14 $223.70 $21,923

33of51
Deceniber 6, 2018
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET

201 8-f 9

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.
RENT COMMISSION ADMINISTRATION S-Oil

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

DESCRIPTiON OF SERVICE

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

C

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNiT COST: $2,335.30 TOTAL COST: $207,842

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(2,335.30) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(207,842)

TOTAL UNITS: 89 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 1 00%

December 6. 2018
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET
2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.
RENT COMMISSION ADMINISTRATION S-Oil

NOTE
TOTAL UNITS

Unit Costs are an Average of Total Units 89

DEPARTMENT POSITiON TYPE UNIT TiME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL CQS7

RENT STAB PROG DEP DIR RENT STABILIZATIO 3 Hrs Ea Case 3.00 $1,422.12 77 $109,503
RENT STAB PROG MANAGEMENT ANALYST 3 Hrs Ea Case 3.00 $712.26 77 $54,844
RENT STAB PROG SECRETARY 3 Hrs Ea Case 3.00 $499.23 77 $38,441

TYPE SUBTOTAL 9.00 $2,633.61 $202,788

RENT STAB PROG CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 2 Hrs/Habitabfly 2.00 $421.14 12 $5,054

TYPE SUBTOTAL 2.00 $421.14 $5,054

TOTALS 11.00 $2,335.30 $207,842

35 of 5f
December 6. 2018
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Appendix A

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
REVENUE AND COST SUMMARY WORKSHEET

2018-19

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

PROACTIVE INSPECTION 5-012

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT UNIT OF SERVICE SERVICE RECIPIENT

DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

CURRENT FEE STRUCTURE

REVENUE AND COST COMPARISON

UNIT REVENUE: $0.00 TOTAL REVENUE: $0

UNIT COST: $95.85 TOTAL COST: $370,841

UNIT PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(95.85) TOTAL PROFIT (SUBSIDY): $(370,841)

TOTAL UNITS: 3,869 PCT. COST RECOVERY: 0.00%

SUGGESTED FEE FOR COST RECOVERY OF: 100%

December 6. 2018

I
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Appendix A
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

COST DETAIL WORKSHEET

2018-f 9

SERVICE REFERENCE NO.

PROACTIVE INSPECTION S-012

NOTE TOTAL UNITS
Unit Costs ate an Average of Total Units 3,869

DEPARTMENT POSITION TYPE UNIT liME UNIT COST ANN. UNITS TOTAL COS7

RENT STAB PROG CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER Noticing-2hrsl’M 0.03 $5.47 1,925 $10,530

RENT STAB PROG SECRETARY Noticing-4hrsNVl 0.08 $12.97 2.567 $33,294

TYPE SUBTOTAL 0.10 $18.44 $43,824

RENT STAB PROG CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER Inspection 0.78 $164.08 1,925 $315,854

TYPE SUBTOTAL 0.78 $164.08 $315,854

RENT STAB PROG CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER Escalation-2hrs/Ea 2.00 $421 14 19 $8,002

RENT STAB PROG SECRETARY Escalation-lhrIEa 1.00 $166.41 19 $3,162

TYPE SUBTOTAL 3.00 $587.65 $11,163

TOTALS 3.88 $95.85 $370,841

37 of 51
December 6, 2018
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(

FIB Hourly
# of EmpL Group Salary Rate

Org: 14

Name: COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

SubOrg # SubOrg Name

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

Positions by Org Unit

201 8-1 9

Pos # Title

001-14-701 RENT STAB PROG CEO CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 1.000 CEO $79,362.00 $210.57

001-14-701 RENT STAB PROG CSR CUSTOMER SVS REP 2.000 CSR $119,756.00 $163.04

001-14-701 RENT STAB PROG DDRSP DEP DIR RENT STABILIZATIO 1.000 DDRSP $175 539.00 $474.04

001-14701 RENT STAB PROG MA MANAGEMENT ANALYST 2.000 MA $170956.00 $237.42

001-14-707 RENT STAB PROG SEC SECRETARY 1.000 SEC $61,266.00 $166.47

SubOrg Total 7.000 $606,879.00

Org Total 7.000 $606 879.00

December 6, 2018
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

Time Detail by Position

2018-19

Position: CEO CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER # of Employees: 1.000

Memo:

SubOrg: 001-14-701 RENT STAB PROC

TOTAL

UNIT TIME UNITS TIME PERCENT

S-01 0 CODE ENF - REGISTRATION Remainder 0.80 98 77.94 4.61%

S-Oil RENT COMMISSION ADMINISTRATiON 2 Hrs/Habitabiliy 2.00 12 24.00 1.42%

S-0i2 PROACTIVE INSPECTION Noticing-2hrslWk 0.03 1925 50.02 2.96%

5-012 PROACTIVE INSPECTION Inspection 0.78 1,925 1500.04 88.76%

S-012 PROACTIVE INSPECTION Escalation-2hrslEa 2.00 19 38.00 2.25%

1,690.00 100.00%

December 6, 2018
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tCITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

Time Detail by Position

201 8-19

Position: CSR CUSTOMER SVS REP # of Employees: 2.000

Memo: 2Fte

SubOrg: 001-14-701 RENT STAB PROG

TOTAL

UNIT TIME UNITS TIME PERCENT

3380.00 100.00%

December 6, 2018

C

5-001 ANNUAL REGtSTRATION 80% Ot2 Fte x 4 Mo 0.13 7,700 1,024.14 30.30%

S-003 APPEALS Inquiries 0.25 200 50.00 1.48%

5-003 APPEALS Processed 0.25 98 24.50 0.72%

5-005 AMENDMENTS 5% Of 2 Fte 0.85 198 169.00 5.00%

5-006 COMPLAINTSIRSO ENFORCEMENT Inquiry-i .5hrs/Ea 1.50 744 1,116.00 33.02%

S-006 COMPLALNTS/RSO ENFORCEMENT Escalation-i 5min/Ea 0.25 186 46.50 1.38%

S-007 GENERAL INQUIRIES Remainder Of 2 Fte 0.17 4,800 797.76 23.60%

S-008 CODE ENF - REFERRAL 2% Of 2 Fte 0.34 200 67.60 2.00%

S-009 CODE ENF - HABITAB?LITY 1.5% Of 2 Fte 0.25 200 50.70 1.50%

5-010 CODE ENF- REGISTRATION 1% Of 2 Fte 034 98 33.80 1.00%

40 of 51
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

Time Detail by Position

201 8-1 9

Position: DDRSP DEP DIR RENT STABILIZATION # of Employees: 1.000

Memo:

SubOrg: 001 -14-701 RENT STAB PROC

TOTAL

UNIT TIME UNITS TIME PERCENT

OIH-RSP RENT STABILIZATION ADMINISTRATION Remainder Of 1 Fte 1305.15 1 1.30515 80.71%

S-DOS AMENDMENTS 5% Of 1 Fte 0.41 198 80.85 5.00%

S-Oil RENT COMMISSiON ADMINISTRATION 3 Hts Ea Case 3.00 77 231.00 14.29%

1,617.00 100.00%

December 6. 2018
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

lime Detail by Position

2018-19

Position: MA MANAGEMENT ANALYST # of Employees: 2.000

Memo:

SubOrg: 001-14-701 RENT STAB PROG

TOTAL

UNIT TIME UNITS TIME PERCENT

O/H-RSP RENT STABILIZATION ADMINISTRATION Remainder Of 1 Fte 1740.20 1 1740.20 53.81%

S-001 ANNUAL REGISTRATION 75% Of I Fte x 4 Mo 0.06 7700 480.25 14.85%

S-002 REQ CERTIFICATION REPRiNT 1.00 3 3.00 0.09%

S-003 APPEALS Processed 0.75 98 73.50 2.27%

S-004 HEARINGS 15 Hrs Ea 15.00 3 45.00 1.39%

S-005 AMENDMENTS 5% 011 Fte 0.41 198 80.85 2.50%

S-006 COMPLAINTS/RSO ENFORCEMENT Inquiry-3Omin/Ea 0.50 744 372.00 1150%

S-006 COMPLAINTS/RSO ENFORCEMENT Escalat!on-l5min/Ea 0.25 186 46.50 1.44%

S-007 GENERAL INQUIRIES 10% Of 1 Fte 0.03 4,800 161.70 5.00% ‘.

S-Oil RENT COMMISSION ADMINISTRATION 3 Hrs Ea Case 3.00 77 231.00 7.14%

3234.00 100.00%

December 6, 2018
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

Time Detail by Position

2018-19

Position: SEC SECRETARY #of Employees: 1.000

Memo:

SubOrg: 001-14-701 RENT STAB PROG

TOTAL

UNIT TIME UNITS TIME PERCENT

O/H-RSP RENT STABILIZATION ADMINISTRATION Remainder Of 1 Fte 1,028.92 1 1,028.92 60.88%

S-005 AMENDMENTS 5% Of 1 Fte 0.43 198 84.50 5.00%

S-006 COMPLAINTS/RSO ENFORCEMENT Inquiry-lomin/Ea 0.77 744 126.48 7.48%

S-Oil RENT COMMISSION ADMINISTRATION 3 Hrs Ea Case 3.00 77 231.00 13.67%

S-012 PROACTIVE INSPECTION Noticing-4hrsNvk 0.08 2,567 200.10 11.84%

S-O12 PROACTIVE INSPECTION Escalation-lhr/Ea 1.00 19 19.00 1,12%

1,690.00 7 00.00%

December 6, 2018
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS (
Fully Allocated Hourly Rate

Position Detail

2018-19

POSITION TITLE: CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

POSITION CODE: CEO

SUBORG UNIT: RENT STAB FROG

SUBORG UNIT CODE: 001-14-701

NO. OF FTE’S: 1.000

POSITION STATUS: FT

FRINGE GROUP. MEA-TECH SVS

Total Avail-Wk-Hrs % of Salary Hourly Rate

DIRECT COSTS:

Avail. Work Hours/Salary 1,690 $46.96

Fringe Benefits 60.24% $28.29

Maintenance & Operation Costs 2961% $13.90

Building Occupancy Costs 0.00% $0.00

INDIRECT COSTS

Department Overhead 153.90% $72.27

Citywide Overhead 51.10% $24.00

TOTAL - All Costs $185.42

44 of 51
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

Fully Allocated Hourly Rate

Position Detail

201 8-19

POSITION TITLE: CUSTOMER SVS REP

POSITION CODE: CSR

SUBORG UNiT: RENT STAB PROG

SUBORG UNIT CODE: 001-14-701

NO. OF FTE’S: 2.000

POSITION STATUS. FT

FRINGE GROUP. MEA-TECH SVS

Total Avail-Wk-Hrs % of Salary Hourly Rate

DIRECT COSTS:

Avail. Work Hours/Salary 3,380 $35.43

Fringe Benefits 71.99% $25.51

Maintenance & Operation Costs 29.61% $10.49

Building Occupancy Costs 0.00% $0.00

INDIRECT COSTS:

Department Overhead 153.90% $54.53

Citywide Overhead 51.10% $18.10

TOTAL - All Costs $144.06

45 of 51
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS (
Fully Allocated Hourly Rate

Position Detail

2018-19

POSITION TITLE: DEP DIR RENT STABiLIZATiON

POSITION CODE: DDRSP

SUBORG UNIT: RENT STAB PROG

SUBORG UNIT CODE: 001-14-701

NO. OF FTE’S: 1.000

POSITION STATUS: FT

FRINGE GROUP: EXEC

Total Avail-Wk-Hrs % of Salary Hourly Rate

DIRECT COSTS: (
Avail. Work Hours/Salary 1617 $108.56

Fringe Benefits 48.50% $52.65

Maintenance & Operation Costs 29.61% $32.14

Building Occupancy Costs 0.00% $0.00

INDIRECT COSTS:

Department Overhead 153.90% $167.07

Citywide Overhead 51.10% $55.47

TOTAL - All Costs $415.90

0
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

Fully Allocated Hourly Rate

Position Detail

201 8-19

POSITION TITLE: MANAGEMENT ANALYST

POSITION CODE: MANAGEMENT ANALYST

SUBORG UNIT: RENT STAB PROG

SUBORG UNIT CODE: 001-14-701

NO. OF FTE’S: 2.000

POS1TION STATUS: FT

FRINGE GROUP. MGMT & PROF

Total Avail-Wk-Hrs % of Salary Hourly Rate

DIRECT COSTS:

Avail. Work Hours/Salary 3234 $52.86

Fringe Benefits 60.99% $32.24

Maintenance & Operation Costs 29.61% $15.65

Building Occupancy Costs 0.00% $0.00

INDIRECT COSTS:

Department Overhead 153.90% $81.35

Citywide Overhead 51.10% $27.01

TOTAL - All Costs $209.11

47 of 51
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS ( ‘

Fully Allocated Hourly Rate

Position Detail

2018-19

POSITION TITLE: SECRETARY

POSITION CODE: SECRETARY

SUBORG UNIT: RENT STAB PROG

SUBORG UNIT CODE: 001-14-701

NO. OF FTE’S: 1.000

POSITION STATUS: FT

FRINGE GROUP: MEA-TECH SVS

Total Avail-Wk-Hrs % of Salary Hourly Rate

DIRECT COSTS: t
Avail. Work Hours/Salary 1690 $36.25

Fringe Benefits 70.91% $25.70

Maintenance & Operation Costs 29.61% $10.73

Building Occupancy Costs 0.00% $0.00

INDIRECT COSTS:

Department Overhead I 53.90% $55.79

Citywide Overhead 51.10% $18.52

TOTAL - All Costs $147.00

0
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SURVEY AND REVIEW OF RENT PROGRAM RATES AT VARIOUS CITIES iN CAIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION
for this project, the Cities of Berkeley, Oakland, Richmond, Santa Monica and West Hollywood existing and expanding Rent Stabilization or
simply Rent Programs were surveyed and reviewed to help determine and assess a rates and fees suitable for the City of Beverly Hills own
Rent Stabilization Program. These municipalities are attempting to strike a regulatory balance while supporting landLord/tenant rights and
relationships while stewarding the overall health of the rental stock vital to the city’s economic stability. And while these policies are welt
intended to do as such, proper and timely implementation face challenges in compliance, fee collections, coordination, forming a skilled
staff, unknown setbacks and pushbacks.

I. PROGRAM REGISTRATION RATES BREAKDOWN
City Population Number FY 2017-18 Annual Registration Fees* Penalties** Landlord

of Rental Budget Allowable Fees
Units Pass-Through to

Tenants
Berkeley 121,000 19,093 $5,243,029 $250 MI controlled rental units. Some utah of Unpaid Registration: 100% of Original No more than $10 a

the fees can be waived, depending on Fee if paid after Due Date and 100% month, up to one-year fees
qualifications, mote of original fee every 6 months can be charged to tenants

unpaid.
Oakland 42,000 65,t)00 $2,795,050 $68 All controlled rental units. Some fees caii Ten Percent (10%) more of fee after $34 can be collected if

be waived for landlords, depending on due date: 25% more after 30 days; 50% landlords pay registration
qualifications, more alter 60 days delinquent fee on time

Richmond 108,565 10,469 $2,422,435 $207 Controlled Rental Units Ten Percent (10%) more added after Up to $17.25 a month can
. due date; 25% more of fee after 30 days be collected if for Fulliuu Partially Covered Units

delinquent; 50% more of fee after 60 units onty.$50 Govt. subsidized rental unit days delinquent
Santa 97,000 27,542 $5,181,693 $198 All rental units. Exceptions if criteria Up to 4% of remaining unpaid fees. Up to $8.25 a month if
Monica met. Fees can be waived for government regfstratinn is fully paid on

subsidized rentals, low-income renters, time.
etc.

West 37,000 16,805 $2,580,521 $144 percontrolled rental unit Up to 100%ofregistratton tees. Up to $6 each month.
Hollywood $60 per approved Section 8 unit

Notes:
* as listed and outlined in the Municipalities Rent Stabilization Programs located in each city’s website.

Landlord cannot increase rent until Annual Registration is paid in full.
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As shown within this chart, all cities varied in determining their registration fees. Each city has different and unique needs they address.
Richmond s fees grew 200% from 2016-17 to 2017-18. The City Oakland inventory of rental units is six times greater than other cities
yet the registration fee is 3 times less.
II. COST CONSIDERATIONS

For most of these cities, fees collected fully fund their respective Rent Programs. No General Funds are used to run the programs.
Costs cover the implementation processes under the ordinance including staffing, benefits, equipment, information technology
needs and coordination costs with other departments. For this project, a thorough analysis and determination of appropriate fees,
penalty assessments using examples from other cities rental programs is only the first step to ensure the project can assure proper
funding. However, in reviewing other cities experience, other factors, unforeseen challenges are worth consideration and help plan
for contingencies, such as:

1} Unless a program is well staffed and have a good speed in implementing processes, it is not expected that 100% of fees from
the

whole inventory of rental units can be collected every single year. Case in point, in its first year, of implementation in 2016-
17 the City of Richmond was able to only collect approximately 64% of Rental Housing Fee revenue, amounting to $1,8
million, compared to their current budget of $2.4 million. Therefore;

a} the assumption of a certain percentage of inventory will not yield payment Collections follow-up. mediation or more
stringent penalties, need to be added as contingency costs, and;

b) the additional time, staffing and effort that will require would mean additional budgetary considerations to cover
collections, enforcement, legal counsel, assistance, mediation, appeals, negligent parties, etc. costs.

2] Clearly outline all programs and services provided by annual registration fee.
3) Assure clear outline of rental fees, due dates, and penalties
4} The necessity for continuous outreach, education and regular Informational sessions
5) Staff training
6) Possible protest and political pushback and staff time handling public complaints, which may lead to even more delays
7) Coordination with other departments/agencies.
8) Ramp up and Startup costs
9) Legal and political challenges
10) Other unforeseen factors

III. INNOVATION

Innovation is important as part of determining costs and program structure. No two cities are the same in tackling the bureaucratic
processes and subsequent issues. But innovation will be key to determining solutions to get the program successfully launched. For
example, in one city, if a landlord has not paid registration fees in over a year, the City coordinates with the counties so the aging
and growing fees and penalties will be assessed and added to the owner's property taxes issued by the cooperating County.
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IV. SUMMARY

Overall comparisons and similarities with other municipalities can be helpful in finalizing the final monetary foundation of these
programs. But needless to say, it can’t and shouldn’t be the same programs, as to each location has differences in demographics,
socio-economic stance, shortages and surpluses of budget. The project must be keen to differentiate those differences with other
cities and forge forward with a determination of reasonable rates and policy structure. It is not advisable, to have too a diverse and
detail in attempting the overall goal. It is better to note that decision-making must be quick and sensible in arriving at the final rates
that will support the program and see how the landlords and tenants absorb. The final rates must be sensible to steady and
continuous rise in annual cost. It will not be a perfect system of 100% inventory annually. There will be challenges along the way.
And whatever adjustments are needed, the best the city can hope for is a resolution and an amendment are available.

Sources and Links
City of Berkeley Rent Stabilization Board
https:www.citvofberkeley.inforent/

City of Oakland Rent Adjustment Program
http://rapwp.oaklandnet.comj

City of Richmond
http://www.ci.richmond.ca.us/3364/Richmond-Rent-Program
Rent Program 2017-18 Annual Report
https://issuu.com/rentprogram/docs/29926

Santa Monica
https://www.smgov.net/rentcontrol/

West Hollywood
httpsJJwww.weho.org/dty-government/rent-stabilization-housin
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